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Edward J. Stolic, class of ’48 

speaks from experience when he says... 

“With f i ith U.S. Steel, my future holds interest, 

hall d reward.” challenge and reward. 
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From his graduation in 1948 with a pressors and water purification units. If you are interested in a challeng- 
B.S. degree in Mechanical Engineer- He feels that, “The engineer finds ing and rewarding career with United 

ing, until November of that year, many places to apply the knowledge States Steel, and feel you are quali- 

Edward Stolic worked as an operat- he garnered in school.” The men un- fied, further information is available 
ing trainee in the Irvin Works of der Edward Stolic are called on to from your college placement direc- 
United States Steel. Following his trouble shoot in any part of the mill. tor. Or, we will gladly send you our 
discharge from the Army in 1950, This calls for a wide variety of tal- informative booklet, ‘““Paths of Op- 
he returned to work at U.S. Steel. In ents and leads Mr. Stolic to say: portunity.” Just write to United 

just 18 months, Mr. Stolic reached a “The steel industry has expanded States Steel Corporation, Personnel 
management position as Engincer- greatly, and with it the need for good Division, Room 1622, 525 William 
Lubrication. men.” Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

By mid-year 1953, Mr. Stolic was 

promoted to Foreman-Instrument 
Repair and Sub-Station. In a recent SEE THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR. It’s a full-hour TV program 
interview he said: “Opportunities presented every other week by United States Steel. Consult 
for rapid advancement are almost your local newspaper for time and station. 

limitless in U.S. Steel.” At 27, Mr. 

Stolic is supervising a force of 30 
men in mechanical and electrical 

tests as well as instrument repair and 
maintenance of gas generators, com- 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY * UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY * UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 6-02
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CORAM, CALIF — A few years ago eee eet, — Ss SC SS 4 
the builders of Shasta Dam were By i Lipase pa Sa es Pe 

faced with a seemingly impossible a Rez pe ne ay oy Wa 1 
transportation problem. 22,000 tons ee eee re ae eS ied ee 
per day of sand and gravel had to Ss FD eto ff ee Pe CET L 
be hauled nearly 10 miles over two ea ae Meo gt ye are ro 

infested foothills from quarry to S77 . okt a an Co” ao ieee ge gay ji 

dam site. Even if conventional trans- Sf ‘Vp Ts pg ® eS “Ge, Aw fe! H a 
portation systems could handle the Sy yo ae) ya | VG a A gle ae ee Bl age, | eg 
job, the cost would be exorbitant. Se es i $) Lt ge Crs ge oe jf pei hit: Gf 

To solve this problem, Goodyear WD pS Lae’ Se Los eo Bore bas ct \, . 
engineers designed and built a Se as hae eet Te age eg ncaa, Pe A ; ee i hippie. ee eG fool ‘rubber railroad,” a system of 26 MOD” oR CMM ar! aa We 
separate conveyor belts, which pro- es S ae Ss Me eee : eg i a . i 

vided nearly automatic delivery of (wr , So 7 2 ade an yo ee: ) j 
1,100 tons per hour at 550 feet per y OY ROR EA ce eee eee , a ae 
minute. 24 hour service eliminated bor. hoe CE i BE an BCD P . Ae 7 
rush and slack periods. After four 

years’ continuous use, 12,700,000 Electrical, Civil and Industrial rapid advancement, promotion- 

total tons had been carried with only Engineers. from-within career in research and 
a scant %2 inch of belt surface wear. With 52 plants in the United States development, design and production, 

This spectacular “rubber railroad” and 19 foreign countries, Goodyear sales and service. For further infor- 
is but one example of Goodyear’s offers the know-how, facilities and mation on career opportunities at 

technical leadership in a variety of security of the largest rubber com- Goodyear, contact your Placement 

fields. New and interesting techni- pany in the world. Continuous Officer or write: 
cal opportunities like this are the expansion and diversification make Technical Personnel, Dept. 806-W, 

everyday challenge for Goodyear’s the Goodyear Management Training The Goodyear Tire & Rubber 

team of Chemical, Mechanical, Program an initial step toward a Company, Inc., Akron 16, Ohio 

oe 4 4 

i. | | ~~ Goodyear Representative to Visit Campus 
: i. - a Sg Of particular interest to seniors is the forthcoming visit of the 
q o 0 rc ) ( Goodyear Representative. He will have with him the answers to all 

| i] are LA your questions on opportunities for engineers at Goodyear. For an 

Fo i =< AX | 4 Le interview appointment contact your Placement Officer. 
| Was NY Aul 8 {Zoe 
eo en” Pata: © =) 64 ’ a |e, wy N'A £2 There’s a world of opportunity at ‘ Sk £ , 

eT es OF THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 
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New laboratory, under construction at Phillips Research ——— ” 

Center, Bartlesville, Oklahoma, will be concerned with ——<<— fe 4 
research on plastics in generaland MaRLex* in particular. ee oe “ee ed 

Mar ex, recently developed by Phillips, has been called ee = a 
“the greatest advance in plastics since the first commer- a > Ce apa a cS or i. a 
cial development of polyethylene in 1939.” we ; ae 78... 
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Petroleum nydrocarbons are play- _ | be \ <A SE C—O 

ing an increasingly important role L _. - eg Thea co 

in our national economy, providing — /f ff | £ ... — 

the raw materials for the manufac- cL | i? _ 

ture of plastics, chemical fertilizers, L 7. _@ | ,p fe a 

carbon black, rubber and various y C ' / pik 

intermediate products. Phillips sa .. a) | = <, y 7 
Petroleum Company, by virtue of a “ -_ | — - oF oe oS 

its huge reserves of raw materials =. <<] _e -_ 

and its long-continuing program of  . x G) Oe 

research, has achieved a position of 7. — 2 <— L pa “ 
— , Ke ‘ <a 4 » a » 

leadership in the petrochemical field. c _ : U i e : 

To the technical graduate Phillips _ . ™, ba lle oo e 

is able to offer exceptionally inter- Va WANE EA \\ » iy és L } 

esting opportunities in scientific re- pay yy 4 Ve — L { i 
_— : Semcag PO BS 8 BB Se rs—CC Le 2 | 

search, or in its practical applications im ee OEE} 
- Oe Z ee | in the business world. For further L oe SSS os oe oF . 

information write to our Employee See OE ploy | a ta SSS igi Mn rmmemnad | 
Relations Department. | IA Se LS SS 

LS es CUO Tox Y 

*A trademark for Phillips family of olefin polymers, | | = rim irre AM 4 
osc Csi. = : ek an) 

> y | a ee ddd Lig yy 7 2 7 : 

‘Phillips 
(66) PHILLIPS PETROLEUM COMPANY, Bartlesville, Oktahoma 
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Openings for Engineers at 

e a 

e — 

° if | 
Designers and e my UE 

Manufacturers of @ ee ug i a 

es £ OU iy ff @ JET AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT = 2 JHE [EI 
AND ee Ge et , i _ ; 

PROPELLERS SSS a ie 
O Neo a a | 

@ Jet Fuel Controls Io Pele { . I \c3 _ 
(Electronic and Hydro-Mechanical) e Se | eee oe 

3 _~ | 
e a y | 

@ Jet Turbine Starters e Cd a — 4 

(Pneumatic and Combustion) e oe 

e 
@ Hydraulic Pumps e 

(Variable Displacement) e 

e 

s ae Conditioning Systems Engineering Staff Continuously Expanded for the Past 
(Air Cycle and Vapor) 30 Years — and Still Growing. 

® Controls and Accessories for Largest New Jet Aircraft Equipment Development Program 

Nuclear Engines in Our History. 
Local Graduate Study Program with R.P.I. Available — 

@ Propellers Liberal Tuition Assistance. 

(for Turbine and Piston Engines) Modern Plant with Extensive Research Facilities. 

AMILTO 

For descriptive booklet and \ “v 

additional information, write to = = 5 

Mr. T. K. Bye, Engineering Dept. Ss} Ro 

EE UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

HAMILTON STANDARD DIVISION 
WINDSOR LOCKS, CONNECTICUT 
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IN THIS ISSUE... 
by Sneedly (jack-of-all-trades), bs’60 

JIM SHILLING, e’58 tee for the 1956 Engineering Ex- mixed emotions. He has a standing 
“Report on Geneva” position, which is to be held April bet with co-author, Orville Evans, 

The world is becoming increas- 20-22, He says the show will be that man will not reach the moon 
ingly aware of the impact that great and not to miss it tow by 1985, but the story As: proof 
peacetime atomic energy will have S hoe ed ‘Wipes s Naw positive of his interest along “space- 
on our everyday lives, as witnessed ue Deep Hrecze’ concerns it- ways”, nonetheless. 
by Tew Schillin Pg avticlé. “Repoy self with a new experimental re- — a anlioe - y J g’s article, port friverati 2 Larry is a junior mechanical en 

i : ; rigeration device that was recently . . Loe . . 
on Geneva” Here you'll find the builighere.on theensineerine. cam: gineer with activities including Phi 
latest developments from all over pus He dasealbes ie ete “ioe Eta Sigma, Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta 

a er en save hua ie box” with ability and with good he and the Wisconsin nee 

Geneva Conference in Switzerland flow diagrams. It will be used for  19s6 et nme . aa er this summer. The fields of nuclear testing mechanical and electrical = 1, ett ee 

chemistry, biology, and_ reactors devion: temperatures doen © = v he he to Keep fim a 

are covered, with ‘special emphasis a0" Ee T thik yan, wall Bad this rerestes an Scene aa a desire 7 a a very “cool” article. to be in sunny Arizona again. His 
on the production of practical elec- hometown is Tucson, Arizona so it 

tricity from atomic reactors. ry " 5 > ~ 
° is a natural desire. 

Jim, who is a sophomore in elec- . . . 

trical engineering, hails from Wau- DONALD KIOSEFF, m’56 He is married, has Ewa children 

sau and is a new addition to the “It's About Time . . .” and spent four years at the Air 
story staff of the Wisconsin Engi- Dick Kioseff wrote an article Barce: His ambition, at resent, is 
neer. His qualifications include — about the St. Lawrence Seaway. to invent a machine that will do 
membership in the AIEE and re- And it was good. So we asked him the work of an engineer, then build 
ceiving the freshman engineering if we could use it, and he said we one and put it to work. 

award from Tau Beta Pi. could. So we are. There is some 

Being especially interested in the _ history—interesting, pertinent his- — 
possibilities of using atomic energy tory—which focuses the article and ORVILLE EVANS, 57 
to produce electric power, Jim brings it into perspective. There «ProwRese —Spadeward” 
hopes to work in this field after are no politics. The project is con- 
graduation and the Army have  gidered from the engineering and Here is a man well-suited to co- 
been completed. economic point of view. In other write an article on space. Orv is a 

words, the article is the type of | “space-nut" of long standing and 
— writing which clearly presents the an avid science-fiction fan. The re- 

RONALD DOUGLAS, ch’s6 potential role of the engineer in sult is, of course, this months story, 

“Super Deepfreeze” our times. “Progress—Spaceward”. 

Ronald Douglas —jack of all nue aa 7 am 7 Pia Orville calls Monroe, Wisconsin 

trades, master at most. This may tiaiic, Hy penises inleee? 2 his ae althongh he: ‘has 
sound like a drastic exaggeration jn power engineering—a field in —s Whee fees @ had “oan fn 
but to those of you who know him which he has gained some expe- * . a 4 wr Booms oa were 
it is but a statement of fact. In his sience while working during the ee in*the;.Aln-Eoree.and:threesat 
years here at Wisconsin, Ron h9s — summer for the Falk Corporation . 
held and worked successfuily at — of Milwaukee. He is now a last semester junior, 
several jobs, the best one being his but is taking this semester off to 
studies. He is ranked second in his a—— earn some of the green stuff. He is 
senior Chemical Engineering Class a member of Phi Eta Sigma and 
and is a member of Tau Beta Pi. LARRY BARR, a57 Eta Kappa Nu which proves ability 

Right now Ron’s extra curricular “Progress—Spaceward” at the books in addition to other 
work includes being co-chairman “Progress—Spaceward” is a story _ activities. Orv hopes to become an 
of the Industrial Exhibits Commit- that Larry helped to write with — electronics designer. 
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’s Job Di i S There’s Job Diversity at Sperry 
FOR THE GRADUATE ENGINEER! 

Right now there are : In each field you work with leaders on Attractive locations 

openings for... . interesting projects vital to the nation’s Long Island —A pleasant suburban 

: - well-being — long-range projects with a atmosphere convenient to New York. 
® Aeronautical engineers 0 aie : . 

. . : future — projects that call for originality Modern plant. Well-equipped laboratories. 

@ Electrical engineers + and fresh thinking. Excellent working facilities. é : ° ‘ 
Electronic engineers . You share in Sperry’s prestige In the Field — There are excellent ap- 

° Mechanical engineers + You'll be proud to say you’re a Sperry plied engineering opportunities in various 
@ Physicists : Engineer. Because, as a member of the sections of the United States and abroad. 
® Technical writers * engineering staff, you'll share in a forty- Good working conditions 

© Field engineers for applied + year reputation for leadership. Today The way is clear for steady advancement. engineering : Sperry is the acknowledged leader in the 4 ” : . . You are encouraged to continue your 
« field of automatic controls for naviga- 3 : - é ‘ 5. : . z education while you earn. And liberal 
+ lion. From Sperry’s work in gyroscopics employee benefits are provided for all * and electronics have come the automatic Ploy P . 
:  Gyropilot*, integrated instrument system, Check your placement office for dates when 
*  Microline* fest equi t Klyst b Sperry representatives will visit your school 
. tcroline™ tes! equipmen: » Nlystron tube, «+. or write J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 
. radar, servomechanisms, computing mech- Company, Section 1 B 5. 
* anisms, and communications equipment. *T.M.REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

GYROSCOPE LD, Write Section 1 B 5 for booklet 
WPAN VY “Gyroscope Through the Ages”’ 

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 

GREAT NECK, NEW YORK e CLEVELAND e NEW ORLEANS © BROOKLYN # LOS ANGELES e SAN FRANCISCO @ SEATTLE 
IN CANADA ® SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY OF CANADA, LIMITED, MONTREAL, QUEBEG 
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SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

AT LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
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THE OPERATIONAL APPROACH TO RELIABILITY | Dr. Richard R. Carhart, Carl D. 
oo, . . ; | Lindberg, Reliability Staff Dept. 

Reliability is the root of operational effectiveness, seeking out | Engineer, and Dr. O. B. Moan 
and solving failure before it occurs. The end result of Reliability | evaluate the functional and 
is a missile system able to perform its mission successfully at i operational reliability effects of 
a time dictated by military necessity. i proposed revisions in the electrical 7 ; 

i power supply of a missile. 
To achieve that high standard, scientists and engineers at Lockheed i 
Missile Systems Division apply an operational approach to Reliability in i 
all phases of missile systems research, development and operation. Stree tear eiterte em an 

Under the Lockheed philosophy of Reliability, scientists and engineers ' ( 
combine their talents to study: OC abled : 

Human factors; training; design and operational safety; ground 
support and maintenance systems; airborne systems reliability; statistical ' MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 
methods; components application, including electronic, electrical, research and engineering staff 
electromechanical and mechanical systems and environmental conditions. 

Those possessing a high order of ability applicable to these HO CREED AIRCRAFT CORD ORATION 
areas of endeavor are invited to write: VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
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Saran Wrap is stretched by injecting compressed air to form a bubble 2 mil in thickness which is then compressed and wound. 

uUDODLE, DUODLE, LO QUNWOTK ... 

Dow engineers create modern new plant for Saran produced an enviable new plant ready to produce in excess 

Wrap production of 5,000,000 Saran Wrap rolls a month. Dow-engineered 
a . : from start to finish, it stands as a testimonial to the depth 

Demand was multiplying for Saran Wrap,* the clear and talent of Dow engineering and planning. *erRADEMARK 
moistureproof plastic wrap for foods. A new plant was 
needed . . . and needed fast. 

Dow’s engineering and technical staff went to work. Pro- Dow is interested in all types of engineers and scientists 
dae ° a hecked and improved. Mechanical who are considering a Dow future. And for the Dow sales 

‘ uction processes — as mp ov" a cal program, in addition to engineers and scientists, those with 
engineers designed new machinery. Electrical engineers partial engineering and scientific training are also needed. 

introduced new fluorescent lighting (shielded by an entire Wheilier, youschoose: research; production: or sales, you 

ceiling of corrugated plastic) eliminating glare from Saran can find a challenging career with Dow. Write to Techni- 

Wrap which would have tired the eyes. Modern plant cal Employment Department, THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY, 

innovations were widely apparent as the blueprints came Midland, Michigan, or Freeport, Texas, for the booklet 
in from engineer after engineer. Opportunities with The Dow Chemical Company''— 

you'll find it interesting. 
Then the job was done. Hard work and brainwork had 

you can depend on DOW <> 
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j “ _ 9 os _ One Man’s Opinion ... 

Ho = > a \ ud c : * 
2 - a. * Our engineering curricula aren’t too 

i ae [oe ete 

eee he good to be exempt from criticism 

“Fools rush in where wise men fear to tread.” The designer who concentrates on drawing a per- 

Confident that I can meet the appropriate qualification, fectly symmetrical screw thread is likely to overlook the 
I will tread for a few paragraphs on our engineering fact that a staple or some glue might serve better. Sim- 

curriculum. ilarly, a student who has obediently memorized the de- 

The United States enjoys a standard of living unprece- tailed procedure of a problem solution JS prone to 
dented in all history, an abundance which seems a forget the assumptions involved and the limitations of 

myth to many of the peoples of the world. The engi- the method. When the student has effectively no choice 

neering profession rightfully claims a large share of of students within his field, and when each course has 

credit for this achievement. This you know. been resolved into a series of standard problems and 
reports, it’s hard to find the basis for any original 

The engineers responsible for this progress are the thought. 

product of an educational system which is the envy Students i high schools are allowed an almost 
. oe . : : Students in many high schools are allowed an almos 

of the world. The University of Wisconsin rates high Bes Ghei Ceabisets, The f the frashmansentic 

among the engineering colleges in the country. Presum- aes © nee ° faci lee *- 7" ° eee ° Ie res mma Weg 
ably, this you also know. neering Class indicates that these stud ents were Wi ing 

, ! to work harder than necessary in high school to acquire 
Therefore, your curriculum is just about perfect, isn’t the necessary background. In college, many of these 

it, You guessed it... I don’t think so. ’'m most fam- students have assumed the responsibility of raising a 
iliar with the chemical engineering curriculum, and family and of working their way through school. In the 
will use it to illustrate my comments. From my conver- choice of their college courses, however, it has been 

sations with engineers in other branches, it seems that arbitrarily decided that they are too immature to be 

the same observations could apply in some degree to trusted with the responsibility. Except, of course, for 

all schools of engineering. four credits when they become worldly seniors. Per- 

A Ch.E. taking the prescribed (and is it ever haps you sense a paradox here, and hardly a subtle one. 
prescribed!) curriculum has exactly four unrestricted I can't believe that a serious student would duck a 
elective credits to fritter away in the course of four tough but necessary course if given the chance. I do 

years, in addition to his history requirement. Perhaps _ believe that students are now required to take courses 
these are sufficient to cover the fields of economics, that they know will be meaningless in their chosen 

literature, philosophy, political science, industrial man- work, 

agement, languages and technical electives. In that And so to the point of these not very profound obser- 
case, I have organized my studies poorly, because 1 _ vations. I propose that engineering students be allowed 

can't stretch those four credits far enough. On the othe: _ to make a free choice of subjects after their sophomore 
hand, I feel I have quite a sound background in sheet year, and that the subject matter of the first two years 

metal work, and I will match my technique in reading _ be revised. In this way, advisors would actually be able 
steam engine indicator cards with any man, All engi- to advise students in the light of the student’s interests. 

neering drawing students know that to find the true Students would have the incentive of studying courses 
length of a line given only its edgewise and askance — they had chosen as being pertinent to their goals after 
projections is to feel a jingle of professional develop. graduation. Among these courses might well be some 
ment. These skills, plus a well thumbed handbook, requiring imagination and perspective, and possibly no 
should be enough to guide and fledgling engineer. knowledge of cookbook methods. 
Guide him, that is, to a career of drudgery, or perhaps The Wisconsin Engineer would be glad to receive 
as a sophomore into a different college course. any comments on this proposal. —J. B. 
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Progress oe Spaceward 

SOME OF THE ASPECTS AND IMPLICATIONS OF CONSTRUCTING 
THE RECENTLY ANNOUNCED MAN-MADE EARTH SATELLITE 

by Larry Barr, m’57 and Orville Evans, e’58 

Recent world-wide press releases announced a proj- At present, the only practical means of propulsion 
ect whose aim is to place a miniature, man-made satel- capable of placing a satelline in its orbit is the chem- 
lite in orbit around the earth. Twentieth-century Amer-  ically-fueled rocket because it does not depend on 
icans, having witnessed the evolution of radio, televi- atmospheric oxygen for combustion. Such a rocket is 
sion and the transistor, the jet airplane and V-2 rocket, self-contained and will reach high velocities. Proper 
the atomic bomb and atomic powered submarine, seem design and use of multiple stages will result in the 
to have absorbed this latest bit of scientific information required velocity, althought numerous problems, re- 
with stoic indifference. Nevertheless, the carrying out main to be solved. Before considering these problems, 
of this project will be a fascinating and difficut prob- however, let’s look at basic rocket theory. 

lem. It is some of the implications and aspects of this The rocket principle is simple and is based on New- 
problem that we will examine here. _ ton’s 3rd law of action and reaction. A demonstration 

In order for a satellite to stay in orbit, it must obey of this would be to stand in a small boat on a lake and 
the law: then jump off. The boat goes one way, you go to other. jump & y, you g 

“3 5 mv? If you did that in space, the boat would go just as Fe mrw = mg —- ‘ : ; " r far as you did, provided your respective masses were 
: _ _ equal, showing that your action equals the boat’s reac- 

where F can be considered the force that keeps it in tion. A rocket is similar, but here the action is from the 
orbit, ™. 18 its ‘mass, r the radius of orbit and w the gases escaping from the rear and the reaction is the 
ee ie Sdde af i a me eee — thrust on the rocket. (Fig. 1.) Note that nothing else 
mpi. rom this, we see that m would be constant after is needed and so a rocket works as well in a vacuum 
a = is built, re woud ah amet the fae nh as in the atmosphere. In fact, a rocket is about 15% 
ut r and w are still variable. The first satellite will more efficient in a vacuum because air friction is no 

propably be about 250 miles ups since that altitude will longer present. The usual arrangement for a liquid fuel 
enable Seas ms determine ana unimrown rocket is to have one tank of oxidizer and one tank of 
cosmic ray effects and upper atmospheric conditions. combustible feeding into a combustion chamber. 
Higher altitudes would be much harder to attain and (Fig. 2) Burning of the fuel is very rapid, but the 
are not justified at present because of lack of informa- thrust obtained is great and, therefore, acceleration is 
mah at ee el At “ mies the satellite is ve high enough to result in a high velocity. The German 
within the atmosphere which has been estimated to y_2 burns out in about 60 seconds, during which it 
extend 60,000 miles, though it is quite tenuous at even climbs 20 miles, but it coasts upward over 80 miles in 
ee bam os a - is that air seen = addition, which gives some idea of the acceleration in- 

gradually slow the speed of rotation causing the satal- lye. 

lite fo spiral baek to. earth, In the meantime, however, An often overlooked feature of a rocket is that it can sufficient data will have been transmitted back to earth . . e : . : actually travel forward faster than the rearward veloc- so that satellite will have served its purpose. A later. fits exh: ses. This tern aimwnnen + 
satellite would have an orbital radius at a distance AY ov its exiaust gases. This may not seen apparent at SalG 7 ne © Lat . ° first but let’s go back to the rowboat analogy. If you where air density is almost negligible. . . “ e : _ . and the rowboat have equal masses and you jump off Assuming the satellite is to be placed at an altitude ‘ = : : . . ; with a certain velocity, the rowboat will move away of 250 miles, the velocity necessary to hold the satellite . ; ; . ie on ait : ble orbi inst the f f ity is about at the same velocity. Now suppose a friend was with é a > r aga S ra Sa . ny) . c x . ma a slable ‘Oubit against, the ORES: (Oh BRANLY: JS abou you in the boat. Then you jump off. You will give the 18,000 mph. Let us now consider the means required 
to attain this speed. (continued on next page) 

FIG. 2 
FIG. 1 
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CLLIZLIILILILILILLIZLIL SCHEMATIC OF TYPICAL ROCKET FUEL-COMBUSTION SYSTEM 
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boat and your friend a velocity, but it will be less than final speed, nor do we want to attempt building an 

yours, due to the added mass of your friend. Then 8000 ton rocket. To place a 100 Ib. payload in orbit, 

your friend jumps off with the boat still moving. He using a multiple stage pusher rocket, the weight of 

will give the boat an additional push, and if you get fuel required just to push the payload, neglecting rocket 

enough friends in the boat jumping off in succession weight and maintaining a fuel-mass ratio of 6, would 

the boat will eventually be traveling forward faster be something like this. 

than the rearward speed of those jumping off. This Ist stage : 700 Ibs. 

comparison of the mass of the boat to the mass of the Qnd stage : —= 5 tons 

friends is known as the mass-fuel ratio in rocket 3rd stage : —= 35 tons 

terminology. This ratio compares the mass of the fuel 4th stage : — 245 tons 

used to push the rocket to the mass of rocket. Math- 

ematics will tell you that a mass-fuel ratio of 1.72 will A three-stage rocket will do the job, provided it is 

give the rocket a velocity equal to its exhaust velocity designed properly, but here is where things begin 

while a ratio equal to 19 will yield 3 times exhaust — to look less rosy. Certainly it can be done very nicely 

velocity while a ratio equal to 19 will yield 3 times jn theory, but in actuality our troubles multiply. Look 

exhaust velocity. (See Figure 3) This will prove help- at what our rocket pusher has to do. Starting at ground 
ful in reaching our required velocity, but by itself, is level, it pushes the entire weight up to some altitude, 

not enough because present day engineering cannot drops the first stage hull, fires the second stage, con- 

practically accomplish a ratio over about 5 or 6. tinues pushing, drops the second stage, and finally 

Present liquid fuels will give exhaust speeds of over reaches the required altitude with enough velocity to 

5,000 mph. Combining this speed with a high mass- maintain an orbit. Actually it would go higher than the 

fuel ratio results in a higher velocity, but still less than required altitude, picking up orbital speed on the way 

we need. back, (as shown in Figure 5.) 

Most present day rockets are single stage, that is, At some point along the way, the rocket exceeded 

one rocket, one fuel charge, and one final velocity. A the speed of sound, causing severe vibration, not to 

two-stage or two-step rocket has been built and fired, mention vibrational stresses caused by the engine. 

however. An American rocket, the WAC Corporal, was _ Also, during most of the trip, the entire rocket has been 

mounted on the nose of a German V-2 rocket. The V-2 subjected to a push powerful enough to rip most 
was fired at round level and pushed the WAC Corporal _ structures completely apart. Then, too, thermal stresses 
to about 100 miles altitude where the “Corporal” was are not insignificant since the temperature within the 
fired and completed the second step. It was this com- rocket might vary from-300° F of the liquid oxygen to 

ing anything a single stage rocket had been able to do. over 5000° F in the exhaust gases. Quite a gadget we 
bination that set the 250-mile altitude record, surpass- plan to build! None of the experts say it cannot be 

We can be more ambitious and use a 3-step rocket. done, but they do list a number of unsolved problems 

With this we can certainly attain the required attitude. that we can look at. Most of these problems must and 
A 4-step rocket might be considered, but the size and will be solved before the first satellite is launched, but 

cost of these things increases rapidly. To carry a one- _ they are certainly not “cut and dried” at present. 

ton payload to the final possible velocity, the starting First and foremost is the fuel situation. Present fuels 
weight would go something like this: 1-step, 20 tons, — will do, if necessary, but a better fuel is certainly desir- 

2-step, 400 tons, 3-step, 8000 tons, and so on. Of course, able. Common fuels now are combinations of liquid 

the final velocity increases, but we do not need 4-step oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, hydrazine, alcohol, analine, 
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and fuming nitric acid. There are other chemical com- o, 
ponents possible, but in many cases, the problem is / “Sn — 
two-fold. First the fuel has to be efficient in that it 1 
imparts high velocity to the exhaust gases, and second ! 
it must be stable. For example, liquid oxygen combined oe Rote eli 
with liquid hydrogen makes one of the most efficient 
fuels, but the troubles involved in handling them due oo 
to low temperatures & rapid evaporation makes their EARTH 
use at present unlikely. Liquid oxygen is used as an 
oxidizer in some rockets, but the loss from evaporation 
requires that the rocket be fired shortly after fueling. 
Even then, losses are great. Furthermore, chemical PROBABLE PATH OF ASCENT 
fuels in general are limited to an estimated exhaust Fig. 5 
velocity of 10,000 mph, which sounds high at the 
present but will eventually be inadequate. Atomic }ombardment of metals with sub-atomic particles in 
power may someday be the answer, although it is of — the attempt to make them more dense. If this can be 
little help at this time. done successfully, a metal stronger than we can 

Relating to high temperature exhaust gases, there is imagine may result. A graphic comparison of what 
a need for better high temperature materials that can may be achieved to the strongest metals now available 
take the heat without losing strength. Right now the is shown in Figure 4 (diagram). With a material like 
tail section of a rocket tends to disintegrate during — that, it isn’t hard to imagine a solution to the structural 
flight causing navigational instability and setting up problem. 
severe vibration throughout the entire structure. Vibra- Even after the rocket is built, many headaches re- 
tions of this type as well as those caused by passing the main for the engineer. Navigational stability is one. 
sound barrier can be very damaging. It is very easy for a rocket to get off course, and at the 

Aerodynamic heating is another trouble spot. After speeds involved, any deviation is serious. In recent 
rocket speed exceeds Mach 4 (four times speed of American rockets, a radio-controlled fuel shut-off 
sound), the friction of air passing the rocket causes device is built into the rocket to enable technicians on 
high surface temperatures. If aluminum is used for the the ground to cut power thrust in case of erratic flight. 
outer skin, and at present it would be, this could be T° appreciate the necessity for this and the problems 
disastrous because aluminum softens at relatively low involved try balancing a Jong pencil on end on the 
temperatures. In fact, if a single-stage rocket could be nd of your finger and pushing it rapidly to the ceiling, 
built to attain “moon-bound” velocity, it would start at The rocket designer has an even tougher problem, and 
about 7 miles per second close to the ground and would he has to solve it the first time. 
burn like a meteor before it cleared the atmosphere. Gyroscopic stabilizing is the answer here, but there 
This can be avoided by using multiple stages, which are limitations in that the gyro and associated equip- 
reduces the need for high initial velocity, but the heat- ment must be as small as possible. This means the 
ing effect is still a problem, since it is a slow rocket rocket must be dynamically balanced before flight. 
that will not exceed Mach 4. It has been proposed that Gyro stabilizers will probably be operated by com- 
aerodynamic heating be used to vaporize and heat pressed air acting on a turbine assembly attached to 
liquid or solid gases, having vaporization temperatures the gyro shaft. The inertia of the spinning gyro will 
below the surface temperature of the rocket. The gases tend to cancel out any outside disturbances on the 
might then be collected in a pressure chamber and fed rocket and keep it on course. Since the gyro must be 
through nozzles out the rear of the rocket in the usual small, it can only be effective if it is used to overcome 
manner. these outside effects and not for correcting flaws in 

ve . : balancing. In addition to a temperature resistant material, a ie aa 
strong material is needed. Rockets are subjected to two ___ If by now you are thinking that building a SUCCESS- types of loading; static and dynamic, and designing ful rocket pusher is next to impossible, you have given 

for one is different than designing for the other. A stat- “P too soon, and besides, we have only covered the 
ically strong structure is not hard to build, but to make general problems. Rocket engineenng 1s indeed a chal- 
it lightweight and dynamically strong as well is a rea] [eng to the ingenuity, but if every problem was 
problem and requires a very strong material. It is some- already solved, who would need engineers? A space 
what like building a lightweight house that can be station: rocket can and will be built. We have con; turned over without ripping apart. sidered only the means of getting it into orbit so far, 

. now what will it do when it gets there? Steel and steel alloys are strong, but rather heavy Th se of this first satellite will be to relay 
Aluminum and magnesium are light, but not strong. , 1) Purpose © “wid Velisiaiiee can ne . . . information on such subjects as pressures, tempera- enough. A solution to this may eventually come from 
atomic research, where work is being done on the (Continued on page 60) 
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The 70-Nation Conference on Atomic Energy 

by Jim Schilling, e’58 

Near the Palais des Nations, in Geneva, Switzerland, content of 20% was priced at $11,000 per pound and 
there now stands a small chalet that houses a “swim- heavy water had the price tag of $28 per pound. But 
ming pool” reactor. Over the swimming pool itself are these general discussions only occurred during the first 

suspended the control rods that extend downward 3 days of the conference, and then the delegates 
through 20 feet of clear water to the reactor core. When divided into three different technical sessions. These 
the reactor is in operation a hard blue glow appears in sessions were the real essence of the International 

the water around the aluminum plates that house 6 Conference, the first session concentrating on chemistry 
kilograms of fissionable uranium-235. and technology, the second on biology and_radio- 

It is this same hard blue glow that was seen by more isotopes and the third being concerned with the 
than 1,200 delegates from 72 countries in August of — reactors and physics of atomic energy. 

this year, At that time Geneva played host to the Inter- The first technical session, dealing with advances in 

national Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic  Qhemical and metallurgical technology, brought out 

Energy, the largest meeting ever held on nuclear power. reports on studies of new metals that may allow small 

During a 2-week period 474 technical papers were — 4. well as large nuclear reactors to be built. At present, 
given orally and a total of 1,125 abstracts were included because engineers have only limited materials, they 
in the published record of the conference. Here, the can build giant reactors that will develop economic 

best technical minds of countries all over the world electricity, but'a smaller power plant is an impossibility 

expressed the latest developments in the remarkable unless uranium with a high percentage of U-235 is 

field of stOIIE CNEEEY: . . used. Since U-235 is very expensive, as long as present 
At the begiming of the conference, all of the time techniques are employed, the small economical reactor 

was taken up by discussion of topics that held broad is not probable. However, in the countries where reac- 

general interest, Descriptions were given of the tors are really needed, in backward and_ poorly 

U.S.S.R. 5,000 kilowatt power station reactor near developed nations, it is just this small reactor that 

Moscow, and of the US. boiling-water reactor IM ould be suitable. Therefore the chemical session spent 
Idaho. These are the first large station reactors ever much of its time dealing with special materials that 

built to produce useful amounts of electricity, and S° would allow reactors of the 10,000 to 20,000 kilowatt 
are milestones in the atomic field. Also brought out in size to be built, as well as the giant 100,000 kilowatt 

this general session were the U. S. prices for nuclear lants 

energy materials. Uranium that has a fissionable U-235 pens: . ae 
a At present, graphite, which is used as a moderator, 

2 ; .e-~. has the disadvantage of burning away when exposed 
Thug 7 tf to air, and it also has to be prepared with a high degree 
aah = : __ of purity. In view of this, two U.S. men at the chemical 

wh session reported on how pure graphite can be made 
oa + from substances like petroleum coke, and it was an- 

( £e nounced that work is being done in the development 

: “a ani of a coating for the graphite that will prevent its expo- 

i eh sure to air, and resulting destruction. Zirconium also 
eo |. ~~. came in for its share of attention by the chemists and 

ae : | metallurgists. Zirconium, because it is corrosion- 

a resistant and non-neutron absorbing is prized for reac- 
, tors, but in its ore form it is combined with the metal 

#2 hafnium. And hafnium is very neutron-absorbant, 

= Pp Sa eee &* Since these two metals are alike chemically it is a diffi- 
Ft - ml ttt A Sage 2 cult process to separate the two. However, the confer- 

wee oak c od 22 Ss ence delegates proposed a solvent-extrating method 
a : —Courtesy General kuectric that can obtain zirconium with only one hundreth of 

This 225-foot sphere of the West Milton, New York atomic 1] per cent hafnium content. 

power plant houses a prototype submarine reactor that distrib- . 

utes commercial atomic-electric power to the surrounding com- Apart from the accessory materials of a reactor, the 
munities. reactor fuel itself was discussed much by the chemical 
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—Courtesy General Electric 

At the Geneva conference, where 70 nations gathered, commercial exhibits of industries 
from all over the world illustrated almost every aspect of the peaceful use of atomic energy. 

men. At present, the common fissionable fuel is com- The chemical sessions on processing also occupied 
posed of rods of uranium metal approximately one foot much of the delegates’ time. The ion-exchange process- 
long, each rod being enclosed in an aluminum or mag- ing methods were brought up as a good way of purify- g. ro 8 8 8 P 8g Y OFF y 
nesium case. These cases, or “cans” as they are called, ing reactor fuels. The principal of the ion-exchange 
stop the outside coolant from corroding the uranium. method is well known in industry. Metals usually are 
One U. S. report revealed, however, that a new fuel positively ionized in solution, but heavy metals give 
element has been developed to replace this classical negative ions. And when an amazing substance called 
type. The new can has alternating curved plates of an “anion” exchange resin is mixed with the metal ore 
uranium and aluminum that are piled up sandwich solution, it has the ability to hold onto one metal and 
fashion, until an elongated, square shape is obtained. no others. Different anion-exchange resins, of course, 
This new element is used in all modern U.S. research combine with different metals, and resins have been 
reactors, and is presently in the swimming-pool reactor developed that can separate uranium from _ iron, 
that the U.S. exhibited at the conference. chromium, or nickel, and some can divide U-233 from 

Another aspect of the fuel element problem was thorium and plutonium from uranium. Much of this 

brought out in a report by J. P. Howe of the United basic anion-exchange work was done by K. A. Kraus 
States. Any reactor, if it is to be useful, must have fuel of the U. S., and while at the conference Kraus told 
elements that will not break down when in the reactor ow this method is gaining wide use in reactor fuel 

for relatively long times. And Howe brought up current Purification. 
ideas on the problem that are being developed in the Also occupying some of the chemical sessions were 

U.S. He mentioned that uranium oxide can be alloyed the occurrence and treatment of uranium and thorium 
with aluminum or zirconium to provide a stable can ores. As a result it was revealed that there is a large 
for the fissionable fuel, and he also mentioned pluto- reserve of uranium in gold ores, and in shales and 

nium as a fuel prospect. However, because of its radio- phosphoric rocks. Usually these sources have only 
activity, plutonium still presents great problems before about 1 per cent uranium content, but more than a 
it can be utilized. All refining, fabrication, and handling — million tons of known uranium deposits were reported 
would have to take place in completely encased equip- by seven countries. Harrison of the U.S. said that even 
ment. (Continued on next page) 
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Geneva Report segments are exposed to radiation once atomic power 

plants become more common. W. Binks of the United 
(Continued from page 15) Kingdom emphasized this when he reported on the 

granite possesses uranium and thorium that would be exposure of atomic plant workers in Britain. Even 

economical to extract. But perhaps the most optimistic when the maximum exposure level is as low as three- 

note on the question of reactor fuel supply was struck hundrdeths of one roentgen per week, each individual 

by Sir John Cockcroft at the conclusion of the chemical receives in 30 years a dose of radiation powerful enough 
session. He believes that our supplies of uranium and to cause the normal mutation rate to double. It can be 

thorium will be sufficient for our power needs until the seen that if, as the atomic boom continues, and perhaps 
world learns to use the inexhaustible light elements as 10 per cent of our population are exposed to radiation, 
a fusionable power supply. this chance of mutation would be a serious hazard. 

The second main session of the conference, which Treatments for radiation injury were also reported 
was on biology and radioactive isotopes, presented ©”. In both the U. S. and the Netherlands chemi- 
papers that ranged from the treatment of cancer to the als have been developed that cause the radiation- 
study of photosynthesis. The main emphasis, however, Sensitivity of tissues to be lowerd. They include cystine 

was on radiation hazards and on the use of radio- and tyramine, but both unfortunately only help if 
isotopes in agriculture and medicine. Before we con- given before radiation exposure. Treatment after expo- 
sider the radiation danger that the use of atomic ‘sure is not as promising, but some chelating agents 
energy can subject us to, it must be realized that Temove radioactive poisons, such as plutonium, that 
throughout our lives we absorb natural and inevitable Collect in the bones. The combined use of zirconium 

radiation. Normally, we are exposed to cosmic bom- Citrate and the chelating agent EDTA scems the best 
bardment from the skies, as well as the radiations of Way of ridding the body of poisons once the tissues 

potassium 42 and carbon 14, both of which we take have been exposed. 

into our bodies since they occur naturally in the potas- The medical reports at this session of the conference 
sium and carbon of foods. Even the rare uranium, Tevealed several ingenious uses of radioactive isotopes. 

radium, and thorium metals are present in our bones, Radioisotopes, of course, are radioactive elements that 

with the result that the human body has a radio- are produced in a nuclear reactor. When the natural 
activity equal to five to nine thousandths of a microgram fusion of U-125 takes place, for example, the atomic 

of radium. It is with this background of natural radia- fragments that break off can cause substances like 

tion in mind that the reports of the conference dele- sodium and iron to become isotopic and radioactive. 

gates should be considered. W. L. Russell of the U. $, Several countries use such elements to treat such dis- 

reported that radiation doses given to male mice so eases as brain tumors. Tumors differ from the rest of 

damage the sperm-producing gonads that mutation- the brain because they permit substances in the blood 

bearing sperm are produced for the rest of the individ- to rapidly collect in their tissues, while the brain tis- 
ual’s life. This became especially important when Rus- Sues do not. Thus, when radioactive arsenic is injected 

sell mentioned that the radio-sensitivity of the mouse in the arteries, it collects in the brain tumor and not in 

has been shown to be 15 times greater than that of the the brain tissues. This radioactive arsenic emits posi- 

fruit fly. And it is the fruit fly that has been used to trons which are constantly combining with ordinary 
calculate the maximum radiation doses that a man electrons. This encounter gives off an X-ray of energy 

could safely receive. In light of this, man’s maximum that is detected by two scintillation counters, which 
permissible radiation dosage may have to be radically allow the exact area of the tumor to be mapped out 

lowered. This will be especially true if large population — since these X-rays are given off only in the tumor area. 
Then the tumor can safely be removed. A somewhat 

The Commonwealth Edison Company will use this dual-cycle similar way of using atomic emissions is based on the 
reactor and turbine generator in their 180,000 kw nuclear power fact that when a boron atom absorbs slow neutrons, 
plant to be located near Chicago. x s 5, ‘ 

—Courtesv General Electric high-energy alpha particles are given off. The boron is 

a Seer Sa injected in the blood, and when it has collected in the 

Tit ———ca eae tumor, the patient is radiated with neutrons. This 

Pie A J a. causes the alpha particles to rip thru and destroy the 
a a a al Male = is “a tumor cells. And as before, since the surrounding brain 

i. Rg, ae Low: / fs S ig = tissue does not collect substances from the blood, only 

et — ee 2 le Mt ~ the tumor is harmed. 

> Bo ain th ta Apart from medicine, radioisotopes were reported on 
— Re aan | | in the fields of agriculture and forestry. Many coun- 
oe i Ss dl eo 2 eC .. tries have used radiation to breed mutants in their 

Li > we uC my oy : crops. For example, both the U. S. and Sweden have 
SE > on * 1 developed erect varieties of barley through the radia- 

es e ? —— => ae | Ee tion of seeds with X-rays and slow neutrons (this is 
yu’ Sak £2 < of advantage because it allows barley to be cut with a 

MS > yr : Sim Ls 1 } (Continued on page 52) 
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combine harvester.) Other radiation mutations have Another of the interesting discussions in the reactor 
produced crops resistant to disease and crops that field concerned the revelation of cross-section measure- 
thrive on poor and dry soils. From all the reports ments developed in various countries. By cross-section, 
given by delegates, the age of improved plant devel- the nuclear physicist means the probability that any 
opment is just beginning, and should eventually give particular nuclear phenomena will occur. For example, 
us improved varieties of almost all plants. the likelihood that a U-238 atom will capture a neutron 

The third main session of the International Confer- is spoken of as its capture cross-section. Similarly, a 

ence occupied itself with the power house of the fission cross-section refers to the chance that fission 

atomic field, the reactors. Now that the U.S.S.R. has a may occur. The unusual thing about these cross- 

5,000 kilowatt nuclear station in operation, and the sections is that their revealment showed how closely 

U. S. is building a large plant (60,000 kilowatts) near separate groups of scientists had worked out the same 

Pittsburgh, most of the delegates were convinced that constants. Of course, there are still groups of these 
nuclear power has a tremendous future. Their concern nuclear constants which have not yet been determined, 

over nuclear power possibilities can be understood but enough assurance was given out by the conference 

when we realize that the world’s supply of fossil fuels to enable any country to build a research reactor and 
is rapidly being used up. In just this country, if our use it safely as a tool for more knowledge. The Borax 

population continues to rise at the present rate, we will experiments, which were performed by the United 
need a 375 million kilowatt generating capacity by States, revealed to the conference some interesting data 

1975, compared with 102 million kilowatts today. In on the safety factor of runaway reactors. Actually, 

45 years the U. S. will require as much energy per every reactor that is built is designed to prevent the 

year as that possessed by all our remaining oil reserves. spread of radioactive fission products should the reac- 

And most nations are not nearly as rich in fuel re- tor get out of hand. But since accidents are always 

sources as the U. S. Seemingly, the answer to this prob- possible, the Borax experiments tried to find out what 

lem lies in a new source of power, the nuclear power would happen in just such a situation. A water-cooled 

plant. reactor was allowed to get out of control and it was 
One of the big points of interest in the reactor field found that the fuel and radioactive products do not 

seemed to be the question of the breeding of fissionable spread far from the reactor and no blow-up took place. 
materials in fuel reactors. At present, U-235 is the It therefore seems that big central nuclear power sta- 

only naturally occurring reactor fuel. But since it com- ions can safely be built near large population centers. 

poses only 71 hundredths of one per cent of natural Throughout the reactor sessions, various systems of 

uranium-238, the converting of this relatively plentiful "eactors were revealed by countries that had been 
U-238 to fissionable plutonium would be very profit- developing them since the beginning of the atomic 

able. Plutonium could then be used as the reactor fuel. age. Great Britain seems to use mostly the gas-cooled 
In theory at least, this can be done by having enough _ reactor. They are developing a nuclear electric station 

neutrons in a uranium reactor to not only maintain the at Calder Hall that uses carbon dioxide to cool the fuel 

chain-reaction, but also enough to change a supply of — elements. It is a bulky but reliable reactor that prom- 
U-238 into plutonium. The possibilities of using this ises to produce commercial electricity at 9 mills per 
resulting plutonium fuel becomes exciting when we kilowatt hour, which is 2 mills above the rate for 

realize that the fission of a plutonium atom releases ¢0al-produced power. However, research is continuing 

2.9 neutrons, so that when plutonium is used as a re- in an attempt to find methods of improvement. The 

actor fuel there would still be 1.9 neutrons to change carbon dioxide coolant may be replaced by more 
U-238 into more plutonium (the one atom is used to ¢xpensive and non-neutron absorbing helium; and en- 

maintain the chain-reaction). Then, in such a reactor riched uranium may be used in the outer fuel elements 

there would be more plutonium fuel produced than as an effort to maintain a more constant heat 

destroyed, and the amount of reactor fuel would generation. 

increase. Outside of Great Britain, the gas-cooled reactors 

There are many factors which tend to stop. this have no great popularity, but water-cooled reactors are 

cycle, however, by robbing some of the available neu- being developed in practically every nation that is 
trons. And until the Geneva Conference, most countries doing any atomic research at all. Because it is low in 

didn’t know just how feasible this breeding process cost, and well-known in both chemistry and engineering 

was. It now appears that the uranium and a similar experience, water coolant combined with light or heavy 

thorium breeding cycle can be made to function. The water moderators, are the easiest of coolants to work 

United Kingdom gave the results of experiments with with. A Pittsburgh reactor uses the pressurized water 
their ZEPHYR reactor which maintains breeding by system, with light water as a moderator, while a reactor 

a 2 to 1 neutron ratio. The U. S. told of a similar type in Canada has the same pressurized system but 

ERB reactor which is a sodium-cooled uranium uses a heavy-water moderator. In the Soviet Union, 
breeder. Other data received from the nations attend- where a graphite-moderated pressurized reactor is 

ing the conference caused the delegates to believe that used, the reactor temperature becomes so high that 
larger, production fuel breeders can be built. (Continued on page 54) 
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Union Carbide offers you opportunities to grow in some of the most rap- 

idly expanding fields in industry. You may have the qualifications that 

will help you to “get in on the ground floor” on new developments by the 
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RADIOISOTOPES — Union Carbide’s : TITANIUM — Electro Metallurgical 
Divisions are leaders in the field of nuclear Company is rapidly completing a new plant 
research and development. One Division, to produce titanium, the wonder metal whose 

Union Carbide Nuclear Company, operates strength and lightness are combined with 
for the government Oak Ridge National resistance to heat and corrosion. The new 

Laboratory, the Nation’s chief source of plant will use a process developed by Union 
radioisotopes. In medicine, radioisotopes are Carbide research, and will have an annual 
used to investig :te the human bloodstream capacity of 7,500 tons of crystalline sponge 
—how it supplies nourishment, defends —half again as much as the total United 

against disease, or becomes diseased itself. States production in 1954. 

THE HORIZONS ARE UNLIMITED for engineers, chemists, physicists, 

and business and liberal arts majors. Union Carbide offers many opportu- 

nities to explore those horizons. 

UCC divisions include... 

Bakelite Company - Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company 

Electro Metallurgical Company - Haynes Stellite Company 

Linde Air Products Company + National Carbon Company 

Union Carbide Nuclear Company
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Divisions of Union Carbide in alloys, carbon products, industrial gases, 

chemicals, plastics and atomic energy. Examples in four of these growing 

fields are illustrated below. 
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PETROCHEMICALS — Carbide and EPOXY PLASTICS — Bakelite Com- 
Carbon Chemicals Company produces more pany is a major producer of most types of 
petrochemicals than any other company in plastics, including the sturdy epoxies. Two 
the world. Some are being used to develop liquids, a resin and a curing agent, form a 

whole families of new adhesives and bonding tough, dimensionally stable solid when poured 

agents. It is now possible to make almost any together. They are used for long-lasting, ac- 

materials stick together permanently. Union curate patterns for foundry work, for dies that 
Carbide research into the nature of bonds— stamp out auto parts and airplane wing sec- 
mechanical, chemical, molecular—will make tions, for embedding delicate electronic parts 

possible new and better adhesives. to protect them from moisture and vibration. 

Contact your Placement Director and make appointments with the 

recruiting representatives of Union Carbide and its Divisions. 

For further information, write: 

AND CARBON CORPORATION 

Industrial Relations Department, Room 406 

30 East 42nd Street [3 New York 17, New York



“When I look over the f H | en | look over the fence... | 
. “Since the day when man made his first brief airborne flight, the advance in 

aeronautics has been little short of fantastic. Tremendous achievements have opened new 

avenues of progress that were but idle dreams of yesteryear. We live in a new dimension! e 

“To the young men of today, these new avenues of progress in aeronautics and | 

the related sciences reveal almost limitless opportunities for success. As an engineer 
in quite another field I am constantly drawn to look over the fence to see what I see. And | 

I am fascinated with the great and fast-growing opportunities that are there. So | 

much so, that to the potent message of a previous century, ‘Go West, young man; I am 

prompted to add...‘Look up, young man, reach for the stars, for they lead to great things:””* i 
| 

‘ CHARLES LUCKMAN 
Partner — PEREIRA & LUCKMAN i 

Planning — Architecture—Engineering 

ey ‘i eg et N 

A — “a _ iil Out of his own successful engineering career, Charles 

is re ° Luckman sets a sure course for today’s trained young 
ine ea 4 man when he says “reach for the stars?’ 
A -_ |. : In the aircraft industry, the expression is strikingly 

a a. exemplified by the records of thousands of far-seeing 
eta “ae | * -young men who have graduated into secure positions 

ec de q that offer lasting success. What was yesterday’s single 
" ft ea — field has today come to include a multitude of spe- 
rt A } cialized sciences. 

og 2 ek! . At Northrop Aircraft—world leader in the design 
ae Ym and production of all-weather and pilotless aircraft. ~ 
ee a pa 7, —the young engineer is provided a host of activities 

: > > from which to choose. Each offers success opportuni- 
- ties positively unbounded. ; 

: : For detailed information regarding specific openings 
_ i) in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engi- 

< : neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., 

i \ | 1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. 

: L _ - ij > Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight 

we... oe a - oan . ; | fd a’ > a eo 

am | 2 pte | 

" ee. *From an address to * 

é es — the American Society | 
: oe of Civil Engineers, | 

EE Los Angeles, California 
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Ch j oose your job carefully... 

ple. . 
le Westinghouse 

‘4 , | oe (ae! Man With The Fact 2 Ne \ Ae y an ] e racts 

: gall) gf ™ 

 ' a, hh — Let’s face it. Graduate students in engineering 

: i _ 4 and scientific fields are fortunate. You can be 
. - i a choosy in picking the company where you will 

: ? start your carcer. 

_ i . But be careful. Get complete information on 

— a — each company before making your decision. 

a > a The Westinghouse Man With The Facts has 
a the complete story on Westinghouse and the 

jobs and opportunities it offers. 

Discuss with him our complete training pro- 

™ gram that bridges the gap between college and 

 . business . . . helps you start your carcer right. 

Ask about our Graduate Study Program, at 

Company cost. 

Fp Westinghouse offers you unusual opportuni- 

ties. Its $300 million expansion program 

bf creates new jobs and speeds up advancement. 

- Our activity in new fields like atomic power... 

solid state devices . . . director systems . . . air- 

craft armament . . . missile guidance . . . pro- 

vides interesting and rewarding work . . . with 

a future. 

ba Ask your Placement Officer to make a date 

with the Westinghouse Man With The Facts. 

“ : Send now for the two fact-filled booklets 

listed below. G-10294 

_ ——, , 
7 oe you CAN BE SURE...1F ITS 

Write for these two booklets: Con-  .. 
tinued Education in Westinghouse (describ- a s 
ing our Graduate Study Program) and \ ale i )e | e S tl n ou S e 
Hinding Your Place in Industry. -— 

Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional ewe / 
Educational Co-ordinator, Westing- | 5 i sae 
house Electric Corporation, Merchan- Ca 
disc Mart Plaza, Chicago 90, Illinois. ee 
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It’s About Ti ts out Lime... 
THE ST. LAWRENCE SEAWAY PROJECT IS NEEDED 

FOR BOTH ECONOMIC AND SECURITY REASONS 

by Donald Kioseff, m’56 

It was the Autumn of 1535 when Jacques Cartier Rapids section the river drops 92 ft. Ships utilize sev- 

ended his search for the North West Passage. Con- eral confining, lateral canals with locks 252 ft. long, 
fronted by the insurmountable rapids he could only 44 ft. wide, and 14 ft. over the sills, located on the 
gaze into the West and dream before returning home. Canadian side of the river, to by-pass these rapids. 

Four-hundred years later Champlain paddled beyond — Under these present conditions only ships of 14 ft. draft 
the rapids. He disproved Cartier’s claim of a North carrying 1600 tons ply the system. 

West Passage and instead forsaw the St. Lawrence as On May 13, 1954, Pres. Eisenhower signed bill 
the key to North America’s future. But, like the dreams — S. 2150 creating Public Law 358. The law creats the 
of Cartier, Champlain’s hopes died beneath the raging St. Lawrence Seaway Development Corporation which 

waters of the same rapids. No dependable line of com- _ is authorized to construct in United States territory deep 
munication could be established between the outer water navigation works “. . with locks at least 800 ft. 

world and North America as long as the rapids re- long, 80 ft. wide and 30 ft. over the sills.” The commit- 
mained. tee on Public Works stated that the United States, in 

The completion of the Erie Canal in 1825 brought the Thousand Island section, would lower the scattered 

part of Champlain’s prophecy true for the Canal was rock shoals to controlling depth of 27 ft. at present 
soon to surpass the Suez and Panama in importance. datum plane with a minimum width of 450 ft. at the 

Today the St. Lawrence River remains as the last bottom of the cut. In the International Rapids section 
obstacle between the inland lakes and the sea. The the United States is to construct two lateral canals, in- 

river serves as the boundary between Canada and the _ cluding three locks to bypass the new dams to be built 
United States from Lake Ontario downstream for a dis- jointly by the Hydroelectric Power Commission of On- 
tance of 114 miles. From the lake down to Ogdens-  tario and the Power Authority of the State of New 

burg, New York is the Thousand Island section. Here York. The proposed navigation works in the Interna- 
are 68 miles of open river navigation to a controlling _ tional Rapids section are the Point Rockway, or upper 
depth of 25 ft. The remaining 46 miles of the interna- canal, which would carry navigation around the Iro- 
tional boundary is the International Rapids section quois control dam. It would be three miles long, at 
ending at Regis, New York. In the International least 440 ft. wide at the bottom of the cut and would 

Schematic Plan of the St. Lawrence Seaway and Power Project. 

—Courtesy The Military Engineer 
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include one lock at least 800 ft. i N 

long, 80 ft. wide and 30 ft. deep |MINN ‘-\__,@™0 ! SEVEN ISLANDS 
over the sills. Normal lock lifts OULU TESTARE Suec,, \ 4 | QuEeEBEC SS 
would be from 1 to 5 ft. The Long % KF | a 
Sault or lower canal would carry / So, nee — aug ie a ro 
navigation around the Long Sault \ hy OTERRELIS BEN QUEBEC GY reine, Ve A AWRENCE, 
Dam and would be eight miles [~~ 4 Ley Yee IROQUOIS PT eh of we 8 sp AS 2 rr 
long, at least 440 ft. wide at the MILWAUKEE? S a Whncuse RC gone > tt r\ a 
bottom of the cut. It would include a Lx) ¥ NSE SLY Wr, pe ©) 3 we : “| -CHICAGOS & : aE aby VI/ ws fot eter 
two locks, each the size of the fore | 3 I, Oo be é\ Nu Z cn 
mentioned locks. Normal lock lifts o? CARY Tae ural Keb. eo é “06 : 
would be 43 and 38 ft. over the = / = ‘CLEVELAND, == NY aan Vy +LANT! nee 

i y ~ Pp +] ON ast A : ee sills. Also, a 110 ft. guard gate for |/7 3 / § [on lo A A ( YER, i900 200 MILES 
repairs and draining the canal L._~ Ze ‘ir: 22 oe 
would be constructed above the —Courtesy The Military Engineer 
upper lock. The St. Lawrence Waterway. 

Pres. Eisenhower said in his State of the Union route in case the Soo Locks are destroyed during war- 
message that, “Both nations now need the St. Law- time, enabling production to continue. It will provide 
rence Seaway for security as well as for economic submarine-free protection for strategic shipments to 
reasons.” The seaway will serve as a bulwark to our England and Europe for 1000 miles. The seaway will 
national defense because it will provide a route for increase the productive potential of the midwest. A 
high-grade ore shipment from Labrador at low cost Canadian survey forecasts a total of 44.5 million tons 
over a submarine-free route. The Committee on Pub- annually. “Of this, an estimated 18-million tons will 
lic Works emphasized the need for high-grade ore move downriver, including 10-million tons of grain 
when it stated that during the peak war year of 1942 and grain products, 3-million of soft coal, 1.5 million 
the total production of iron ore was 106 million tons. of iron and steel, and 26.5 million tons are expected to 

By 1960 steel production is expected to reach 130 move upriver (annually) including 20-million tons of 
million tons requiring 150 million tons of iron ore. iron ore.” Traffic through the 14 ft. Canadian canals 
It is possible to produce 100 million long tons of ore now averages 18-million tons annually. 
from the Lake Superior area for several more years, Our Joint Chiefs of Staff also back the seaway and 
then ore must be obtained from other, more costly have stated that “... its use could... be denied to us 
locations. The ore in the Ungava area of Northern... by a failure on our part to participate jointly with 
Quebec and Labrador is as high in quality as our Canada in construction of the waterway.” I view of 
best Mesabe ore. More than 400 million tons have been our need for ore they have said, because of “. . . the 
found there. These deposits are located 360 miles north potential threat of the Russian Submarine, it would be 
of Seven Islands, a port on the Gulf of the St. Law- an unacceptable military risk to rely solely on . . . ore 
rence. A railroad to transport this ore has been com- from Venezuela.” 
pleted. Also, the seaway will offer an alternate ore (Continued on page 56) 
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Wisconsin’s N 
Super-Deepfreeze 

A “COOL” ARTICLE ON THE EXPERIMENT STA- 

TION’S NEW LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH LAB 

by Ron Douglas, ch’56 

Perhaps you have seen what looks like a butcher’s The Army’s need for low temperature research has 
icebox being installed in the Mechanical Engineering grown out of intensive testing of military equipment 

Building recently. As a matter of fact, the new equip- under unusual temperature conditions such as exist in 
ment, located in the heating and ventilating laboratory, Alaska and Greenland. The Army has found that opera- 
(south central wing on the first floor of the Mechani- tion of machinery, especially engines, poses special 

cal Engineering Building) is in reality a special cold problems in cold climates. For example, in starting a 

storage unit. This equipment will be used for low tem- gasoline engine in the Arctic, the crankcase oil is ex- 
perature research at temperatures as low as minus — tremely stiff, the gasoline is less volatile than usual, 
80°F. and the battery delivers less power than it would 

The low temperature plant is being built by the Uni- under normal conditions. Hence the engine must be 

versity and will be operated in conjunction with the heated before starting. 

Engineering Experimental Station. The project is under One method of heating a cold engine has been to 

the supervision of professor J. R. Akerman of the circulate the engine antifreeze through a_ simple, 

Mechanical Engineering Department. Professor Aker-  forced-air heater like the one shown in figure 1. These 

man plans to use the cold room initially to carry out a heaters can also be used to heat the motor oil by means 

research project for the Army. of special coils installed in the crankcase. The Army 
would like a heater capable of operating on any avail- 
able fuel—diesel oil, gasoline, or jet engine fuel. The 

Fig. 1.—Author in the doorway of the coil room, testing and design of these heaters will be the first 

F eae project carried out in the cold room. Later research 

j a Ze ee 3 a projects may be the testing of materials, and the study 

i a eg of combustion at low temperatures. 

i a fl : Carrying out research at temperatures as low as 

a. ff mee. minus 80°F poses unique problems. A normal person 

a | ae of Ah can spend only twenty minutes out of every four hours 

# ag aes wy + k re working in a chamber at this temperature. In addition 

Ade if ice | Dr NY Fig. 2.—A typical prestarting heater. 
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Fig. 3.—Diagram of the Refrigeration Process. 

all handling of cold objects must be done with gloves 3 and 4. It is composed of a two stage compression 

to prevent skin injury. For these reasons, testing will system with a rather unusual circulation scheme for 

be carried out with all personnel outside the cold the refrigerant. The refrigerant employed is Freon 22 
room proper. which freezes at minus 256° F. Freon 22 has properties 

The design of the low temperature testing plant was that make it preferable to other refrigerants. For exam- 

a sizeable engineering project in itself. The cold room ple, Freon 22 has an atmospheric boiling point of 
is divided into two parts—a work space, and a cooling minus 41°F as contrasted with Freon 12 which has an 

coil section, which is shown in figure 2, The working atmospheric boiling point of minus 22°F. Since the 

space is 8’ long, 7’ 6” high, and 5’ wide. It is built on Freon 22 is more volatile, it has a lower specifle volume 

a 12” layer of foamglas which insulates the box from than the Freon 12. Therefore, Freon 22 requires less 

the floor. The walls and ceiling are insulated with 12” compressor displacement than Freon 12 to provide a 

of fiberglas, which is covered with aluminum sheet. comparable refrigeration effect. 
Inside, the sides and ceiling are of perforated steel to A detailed analysis of the refrigeration cycle should 

allow the insulation to dry out when condensation point out some interesting features. Basically, the gas is 

collects. The floor is covered with a single piece of circulated through the two compressors and then con- 

steel plate which will prevent any spilled liquids from densed in a water condenser. The liquid formed in the 

soaking through into the insulation. A number of spec- condenser is passed through heat exchangers and is 

ial features such as a five-ply thermopane window are flashed into the surge drum at minus 90°F, From the 
found on the cold box. Each door and drain is provided surge drum the liquid is forced into the cooling coils 

with an electric heater to prevent freezeup. Removable labeled 1,2,3, and 4. Finally the cold room air is cooled 

plugs are built into the walls to provide access to the by forced contact with the coils. The system has a 

work while under test. rated capacity of about 2 tons when the cold room is 
Temperature measurement problems have been being maintained at a temperature of minus 80°F. 

turned over to Mr. E. B. Reynolds, a graduate student Tracing the process on figure 3, dotted lines indicate 

working with Professor Akerman. Mr. Reynolds expects liquid and solid lines indicate gas. Liquid Freon 22, at 

to install a number of chromel-alumel thermocouples "0m temperature, leaves the liquid receiver through 

at different points on the equipment in order to record the king valve, A, and passes through a drier and 

various temperatures. Since a thermocouple measure- ‘trainer, B, on its way to the intercooler. At the 
ment depends upon a voltage developed at the junc- intercooler the liquid stream is split so that part of the 

tion of two dissimilar metals, the thermocouple is ap- liquid enters the coils at C which the remaining liquid 
plicable to low temperature work where ordinary ther- is sprayed into the intercooler through the thermal- 

mometers fail. valve, E. Flashing the liquid at E serves to cool the 

The basic refrigeration cycle is illustrated in figures (continued on nevt page) 
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Sky | v eR —_——_— stage compressor which has the suction port, O, and 

A aft eenhe Feral * | discharge port, P. This compressor is a 6 cylinder ma- 

SS ‘ fn chine with a 166 cfm displacement and it is driven 
ae ie oe ; by a 30 horsepower motor. The first stage has a greater 

in | : ve ms ean displacement than the second stage. This is true be- 
a. a | Pilea wees cause the first stage must work on the low pressure 

5 a met. | Tee gas and hence must handle a greater volume. Figure 
u Lee ee io i ss ae fe 5, which shows both compressors with the first stage 

a pe Sta: AM = in the foreground, shows the relative sizes of the 

a vou = 7 } | —| a machinery. 

P| ee oe ean i. The gas leaving the first stage is very hot, about 
a ie) i a “ es 175°F, and must be cooled before entering the second 

=i a ee ea ee eae a stage compressor. Therefore the gas is piped back into 

rs | ee } j oe 1 a the main gas line, Q, and sent into the intercooler, R. 
fs E oe sl BS Be (egal The temperature of the gas drawn into the second 

sine “ ou’ Le x! 4 | Be If compressor at S is used to control the thermalvalve, E, 

q o ai . al Sy irmmeresemna’ be Lo thus making the intercooler automatic. A 4 cyclinder, 

‘|e ae es ~ % 40 cfm compressor, driven by a 15 horsepower motor 
> a nt ) \ ae eee ve a is used for the second stage. T and U are suction and 

eres SF e ria ee eee (pn iy discharge ports, respectively, on this machine. The 

\ a el ee ee ye . gas enters the second stage at about 20°F and leaves 

Qo eS ee BS at about 185°F. 
Fig. 3.—Basic refrigeration equipment. The hot, high pressure gas is returned to the gas line 

at V and run through the oil separator W. Here any 

intercooler so that the primary liquid stream, D, leaves absorbed lubricating oil particles are screened from the 
the intercooler at about 20°F. gas. The gas is then passed into the condenser, X. 

The cooled liquid is passed through the heat ex- Here it is cooled and condensed, using city water. 

changer coils, FG, where the temperature is lowered Finally the liquid flows from the condenser, Y, into 

to about minus 40°F. Next the refrigerant is flashed the liquid receiver, Z. This exhausts the alphabet and 

into the surge drum at minus 90°F. The float control, completes the refrigeration cycle. 

H, is designed to maintain a definite liquid level in The temperature control system operates with a 
the surge drum. The cooling coils, 1,2,3, and 4, are thermostat and regulates the compressors. Refrigera- 

then fed from the surge drum by means of the 34, tion capacity can be varied from zero to full capacity 

horsepower liquid pump. This type of coil feed is over a temperature range of 4 Fahrenheit degrees. 
called “flooded” operation. Notice that heat transfer is Intermediate capacity is achieved by means of electric 

accomplished through a liquid instead of a gas, as it is “unloaders”, which inactivate the valves in certain 

in the usual case in which the refrigerant is merely cylinders of the compressor, thus reducing the com- 
flashed directly into the coils. pressor’s gas capacity. 

Gas which returns to the surge drum at J and that Before this refrigeration plant was charged with 
gas which was produced at H is then drawn from the Freon, the whole system was freed of air by the use 

surge drum at K. The cold gas passes through the heat of a high vacuum pump. This was necessary to insure 
exchanger, LM, and is heated to about minus 40°F by _ effective compressor operation. In addition, the lubri- 
the warmer liquid. At N the gas is drawn into the first cating oil used on the machinery was screened at minus 

65°F to eliminate any wax. Wax-free oil is necessary 
@ 3 : oY Si Mn is. al ' me to prevent clogging of the refrigerant lines. 
‘mo “ , a - ae) a B ‘ Testing engines at the low temperatures may require 
ae | i Pie, Eat Lies up to 40 cfm of fresh air for combustion. This large 

4 ib nt ae a a fresh air supply must be very dry to prevent rapid 

\ eg pre ee fe frosting of the coils, which would necessitate frequent 
* 4 Os [AS Se y defrosting. To prevent frosting, the fresh air will be 

ie Hf eae fT A treated by a Niagara “No-Frost” system. This system 
ia Ai ie Vey - dries the air and also serves to precool it to minus 30°F 

Saye Gi - a i L 4 before the air is forced into the cold space. 
OS Vy aay a Ty mee fT oS At the time of writing, (December 1955), the low 

eld < Wr ee : temperature plant is nearly completed. Preliminary 

Pe Wem of s 1 / ere tests thus far have shown that the machinery is cap- 
: i a we 3 able of cooling to minus 74°F. Very soon this super- 

SS Be ARE a Ae deepfreeze will be ready to open new avenues of 
Fig. 5.—Closeup of the Two compressors. research at Wisconsin. END 
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{ Dick Abraham of Bell Telephone Laboratories, here experimenting with closing the loop on a transistor feedback amplifier. | 
\ i 

\ \ 
| I tens . . 9 | 

\ I'm working with top names and top talent 
1 { 

1 i 
\ That’s one of Richard P. Abraham’s comments cuitry, and doing classified work on Nike. This 1 

| about his career with Bell Telephone Laboratories experience is tremendous. | 

| in Murray Hill, N. J. “In 1954, after I'd received ‘In addition to the job, I attend Lab-conducted { 
my M.S. from Stanford,” Dick continues, “I was classes on a graduate level several times a week. \ 
interviewed by a number of companies. Of these Besides that, the Labs are helping me get a Ph.D. at : 
I liked the Bell Labs interview best—the interviewer Columbia by giving me time off to get to late after- 1 

knew what he was talking about, and the Labs noon classes. That’s the kind of co-operation you | 
seemed a high-caliher place. really appreciate from your company. \ 

\ “The Labs have a professional atmosphere, and “What are important to me are the opportuni- : 
{ I’m really impressed by my working associates. ties offered by the job and the work itself. My wife \ 
{ As for my work, I’ve been on rotating assignments and I own a house near Murray Hill, and we’ve | 
! —working with transistor networks and their meas- found a lot of friends through the Labs. All in all, I 
{ urement techniques, studying magnetic drum cir- I think I’m in the right kind of place.” : 

1 

| 
{ Dick Abraham is typical of the many young men ! 

{ who are finding their careers in the Bell System. | 

{ Similar career opportunities exist in the Bell fur 
| Telephone Companies, Western Electric and ( Aa )) 

I Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer has al | 
\ more information about these companies. Bell Telephone System ! 

{ 
\ | 
Dicer oie er errr eer ee re renee 
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Litssteeesascc sce seeeeeeeee eee eeeeeenseeseeee ees eee eee eea eee ns eee e nee ee seen ees eee eee eee nea neeeseneteceeeneseesees 

: 2 . $ en $ ae — ances s : : a a * Co : 
> eee fl ee : NFS ar : 
: err OS ie ee : = . is i : oa : s 

° FAD, “SKYRAY’— only carrier plane to A4D, “SKYHAWK"'— smallest, lightest : RB-66 — speedy, versatile : 
° hold official world’s speed record $ atom-bomb carrier : jet bomber 3 
connec eee eeereeesserseesenseeeeneneee see neee ee ee eosin oee'ss elec ssleseesses eed seeeseeaseceeessscecscccsosescscoone’ : : : : ° ‘4 : a Lae e. ¢ . : 
: CC ema, Re. : 3 — £ —— ces 8 ‘ e s 

: =a 3 CU rh rc Csi ee Lhrrrs—C(‘( : | en — 3 ij hl Cl SB Poe: : — ae Kk oe a8 a oe 

: : eS : 
: A3D, ‘SKYWARRIOR’’— largest : C-124, “GLOBEMASTER"— world’s : DC-7 ‘SEVEN SEAS"— America’s : 
: carrier-based bomber : largest production transport . finest, fastest airliner : 
Tetise eee ee eeeeneaeeeeaeeeeeeeereeneece nesses ee meres een ee ee eeneenen es eeee ree eseneseneeeseeeecnsasceceeeererees $ : 

: : “. att ae : : :~ iil ie : 
e ° ° ~ — ° Engineers: | @ his _ e : | i : J — : 

° oe 7 . oe . \ ° ae e 

: po hr : en. . a : 

° ° : : : ee et 

° “NIKE’’— supersonic missile selected ¢ 558-2, “SKYROCKET’— first airplane 3 
t g : to protect our cities : to fly twice the speed of sound 3 

At DOUGLAS you'll be joining a company in which the three top Challenging opportunities now 
* fh . Nh . th exist in the following fields: executive officers are engineers...you’ll be associated with men Mechanica design 

. x Bard ‘ Structural design who have designed the key airplanes and missiles on the American Power plant iecreilatibn design 
é a . aye Weapons delivery scene today! Nothing increases an engineer’s ability faster than Aerodynamics 

. . . . Thermodynamics 
working with other engineers of top calibre. Electronic computers 

Systems analysis 

. . Aircraft air conditioning 
Not only is Douglas the largest manufacturer of commercial aircraft Hydraulics 

Stress analysis 
in the world, but it also produces outstanding aircraft and missiles pares enachanisins 

coustics 

. ‘ ! * . nas - Electronics for every branch of the armed services! This diversity, besides ihechenical test 
ae é : * . Structural test giving you job security, provides unequalled opportunity Flight test 

. . 
Process engineering for the engineer with an eye to the future. Missiles 

ae Brochures and employment applications are available at your college placement office. 
So ne For further information relative to employment opportunities 
Les at the Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long Beach, California divisions 

DOUG! AS a and the Tulsa, Oklahoma division, write today to: 

"ss DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 
é é ° ce C. C. LaVene, Employment Manager. ..Engineering General Office First in Aviation 3000 Ocean Park Blvd....Santa Monica, California 

ne nenenennnnenneeee 
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nent 

How di d wheel 

uy Ky p you: personally, may never be 

ay a called upon to determine exactly 

Ay y how you would use the science of 

Q i 6 grinding. 

ay 4 } i But whether you are or not... “the 

a » best of grinding equipment” and ac- 

r= iN cessories will be in some measure a 

. | = : party to product success in almost any 

e 20D | G : industrial endeavor you undertake. 

| A Hy ae u About diamond wheels... 

ad ot ae u Norton Company’s diamond wheels 

Ja ih 2 ‘ % c _ have been called the “Crown Jewels 

er | iy : of industry. Norton was the first to in- 

2 iy _ Hy) : : : troduce each type of diamond wheel — 

[ft fs _ # iy _ resinoid, metal and vitrified bonded. . . 

Oy, if _ if = does all its own sizing, grading and 

oe a) ‘ — & re — laboratory checking of diamonds . . . 

ty e869 ri duplicates wheel specifications with 

i ) {i , _ 39 nh constantly controlled accuracy. 

Lo sf - ~ Norton makes grinding wheels of all 

i le “oe Go U types, a wide range of precision grind- 

i 2 o/) ing and lapping machines . . . and in 

| ke ey addition is active in the fast-growing 

ite ae and wide field of high temperature re- 

ny g5 fractories. It is a company leading 

HI ae toward the future . . . for itself, its cus- 

io Co tomers and its own people. 

ty we Planning your future 

iy) | To young men now planning ahead, 

a | a career with Norton offers exceptional 

[ j opportunities in many interesting 

1) a fields . . . some already explored, others 

: 7 still in the pioneering stage — but all 

i ae ; calling for continuous research and 

a ae /_=. a product development. If you have the 

— -—. —rt—“‘i—O__ —_ necessary college technical training 

oe. _ = and wish to investigate the openings 

ee _— | 4 now available at Norton, write to us. 

_ ——~ — > Please include complete details. Ad- 

z ‘ 3 . i . dress Director of Personnel, Norton 

. . 

. mS oe NORTON 
$25,000 Norton Diamond grinding wheel for a prominent ceramics manufacturer. 

It is designed for precision centerless grinding of extremely hard ceramic paris for Gilaking better products. 56 

the textile. and electronics industry. Not typical in price — but typical of Norton 

Company’s ability to meet all kinds of grinding problems. tomake your products better 
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ACCORDING TO THE DEAN .. . 
THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL SATISFACTION TO BE DERIVED IS PROB. 
ABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR IN DECIDING UPON A JOB 

el 
yo a 8 

: aS | 

eae SS CL 
Yee eC fe 

Pa ee ed eso 

KURT F. WENDT 

On every hand today you are hearing about the Despite the shortage of engineers you cannot afford to yi yy ig P g g y 
serious shortage of engineers for business, industry, “rest on your oars” or to adopt the attitude of “show 
the military services, and the teaching profession. me what you have to offer and maybe I'll give you 
Opportunities for young men in these fields are un- some consideration.” Employment is a cooperative 
excelled and it is the general belief that such oppor- venture. The employer will have complete information 
tunities will continue to be available for a considerable for you about his company and the job he has avail- 
period of time. able, but you must also have something to offer to the 

A substantial number of serious and experienced company. 
people who have devoted considerable effort to find What do you look for? Most young men, I believe, 
ways of meeting the shortage of trained engineers want to find good opportunities for advancement as 
believe that the situation is in part real but also in they prove their abilities, they want interesting and 
part due to the fact that industry is not using its trained challenging work, they want to work in organizations 
men most effectively. Some go so far as to say that that take an interest in their employees and provide 

if all trained engineers were used to their maximum them with the best of facilities to do the job at hand, 
potential no real shortage would exist. Certainly it is and finally they want reasonable renumeration, I am 
true that most companies are actively seeking to make not saying that salary is unimportant, but I firmly 
more effective use of their trained manpower, to relieve believe that it should be and is of secondary importance 

engineers of as much routine and sub-professional work once a reasonably adequate standard has been reached. 
as possible, and to give them greater opportunity to do , ‘5 7" 

the creative work for which they have made special What does a company look for? Sound technical areparation training of course, but far more! Every industry must 

This means that the young engineer today must ee vot, ee = a o. is viel You must be 

assume ever greater responsibility to train and develop * © f 8¢ ra _ others, to e ny ng anda ne 6 sll: dbl , 
himself to meet the growing challenge. Some of you sive as Wwe Jas take suggestions, ~ to give ere 7 

are several years away from the decision about an where credit is due. Every employer is interested in the 
initial job. Some of you are already in the process of whe who nc ana E, whe an P nn sen 
taking interviews and attempting to make a choice ™ rates  aake ee al ea tin ility, atthe 0 dem- 
from among the many attractive offers of industry, the ae i es eae 1 ea ne Ip. nce Vy ave estab- 
possible satisfactions and rewards of graduate study, chok your sell foun aed cations—and a reasonable 
and the opportunities in teaching, How do you arrive S@2)4stic record is a good start—your value to a com- at & Aéeision? pany and your success are much more dependent upon 

Perhaps the most important single factor to take into - aera ce you are, how you get along with the 
account is the consideration of ultimate personal satis- c ot Hac L your:capacity for work than any other 
faction. No job, no matter how glamorous, no matter actors. How do you measure up! 
how lucrative, can ever lead to success unless it brings When the time comes for you to take interviews with 
to you a deep feeling of pride for work well done and _ industrial representatives, make sure that your personal 
a very real sense of personal satisfaction. As you pro- appearance is as good as you can make it, be prepared 
ceed to evaluate any opportunity, do not lose sight of to outline your qualifications for the job sought, and 
the fact that you must have something tangible to con- be ready to ask the questions that will secure the infor- 
tribute, that you must bring something of positive value mation you need to make the best decisions. 
to the job if you are to be acceptable to the employer. —KURT F. WENDT J ¥ P ploy: 
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compiled by Dick Peterson, m’57 and Larry Barr, m’57 

DEAN MARSHALL ELECTED 
DIRECTOR OF A.I.Ch.E. 

Prof. William R. Marshall, Jr., Yad » q me z 5 ‘ : Members of ASME who Ss , “Gy : ‘ associate dean of the University of attended the national con. 4 % a \‘ige — 2 

Wisconsin College of Engineering vention in Chicago are left x. 
and associate director of the UW to tight: First row: Joe Me al 
Engineering Experiment Station, weurete EtOLs Uvehardy ¥ / 4 % x A S : velyn Knoche, John Bol au ee F 
has been elected a director of the linger; Second row: Peter ie a) sy 
American Institute of Chemical Richelsdorfer, Chuck Sie- - > : € ‘Se Engineers. sal, ee Peterson, Frank i . / Pe i 7 | 

ehrberg. be : a FR 2 
Marshall was elected to a three- - - we fi, E s 

year term. . (4 ee i 
He has been on the faculty of - enews se 

the UW Chemical engineering de- | AM as they left Madison. How- _ tiring president David W. R. Mor- 
partment since 1947. Born in Cal- ever, as the outskirts of Chicago gan. Mr. Morgan introduced the 

gary, Alberta, in 1916, he gained — were approached the sun appeared, incoming president Joseph W. 

his higher education in the U. S., brightening expectations for a suc- Barker. In a short address Mr. 
receiving his bachelor’s degree in cessful one day stay in the windy Barker stressed closer integration 
chemical engineering from the Ili- city. of students and graduate members 

nois Institute of Technology in All those attending any part of | in the Society and encouraged in- 

1938, and a Ph.D. in chemical en- the meeting were required to reg- dustrial leaders to further ASME 
gineering from Wisconsin in 1941. ister at the ASME registration desk programs in their business to gain 

Before joining the UW faculty, he in the Congress Hotel. Upon regis- and retain the interest of the 
served in the experimental station tering, adequate credentials were college grdauate. 

of the Du Pont Co. in Delaware. issued permitting entrance to the The main speaker at the lunch- 

many lectures and exhibits being — eon was Robert C. Dean, Jr. Asso- 
ASME DIAMOND JUBILEE held in the hotels and in different ciate Prof. of Mechanical Engincer- 

The annual convention of the parts of the city. ing at Massachusetts Institute of 
ASME was held in Chicago No- First to be visited Wednesday — Technology and recipient of the Pi 

vember 13-18, This gathering was morning was the Power Show, Tau Sigma Gold Medal Award. 

unique in that it commemorated 75 housed in the Chicago Coliseum. Prof. Dean spoke on “A Role for 
years of successful organization | Here was a tremendous variety of | Student Professional and Honorary 
among Mechanical Engineers. So exhibits and displays showing ad- Societies in Engineering Educa- 
massive was the convention, that it | vancement in design, and machine __ tion”, further stressing post college 
required three of Chicago’s largest | improvement for better factory | membership in the ASME. 
hotels to house delegates from all efficiency. Outstanding among the (Continued on next page) 
over the United States and to pro- exhibits was the Atomic Power 
vide facilities for the many lectures Section where working models of fi : 
and banquets given during the six nuclear power plants that will a AS eet 
day period. some day supply electricity for i (a OSidyp 

Representing the Wisconsin cities like Chicago were displayed. i me ie i< ls 
chapter of the Society, Wednesday, Many other interesting and educa- A A 
Nov. 16, were Professor Uyehara, tional exhibits were presented by Ms ‘= : 
faculty advisor for ASME, Joe companies from all over the United Pe ") i 
Murray, president, Evelyn Knoke, States. am A 5 
Chuck Siegal, Dick Peterson, Peter Highlighting midday activities As a ‘ : 
Richelsdorfer and John Bollinger. | was the Members and Students ° whe “ a 
Adverse weather in the form of luncheon held in the Glass Hat Pete Reichelsdorfer (left) and John 
sleet and ice covered roads, pre- | Room of the Congress Hotel. Pre- Bolinger (Set) ranins an leguel 
sented itself to the group at 5:30 siding over the luncheon was re- Chicago. 
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Campus News 99” technical writing classes this Investigations to be carried on ut 

(Gavittnieell 31) semester had one assignment to the Center, Langer said, will be 3 od tn se a : we » 
SREINOE [TOMY page figure the best exhibit layout in the — mainly in four geneval ficids: 

After the luncheon, the Automa- ME building. With support like 1. Mathematical analysis and 

tion Show was taken in. Automa- that, the exposition cannot fail, applied mathematics. 

tion, a relatively new word having even if the assignment did seem 2, Statistics and probability. 
originated in 1947, means “The act unusual. » ‘ 

: . : Lo. 3. Numerical analysis and the 
or technique of making a manu- It would be nice if we had a technology of hich-speed electronic 

‘ : * : ae igh-speedé ‘ 
facturing process fully automatic”. robot with controls built in that oBy g SP EE eaeenOM 
This is tr one : a : computing machines. 

nis is truly the case, for here, on could be set to “plan an exposi- : . 

Navy Pier, were displayed the most tion”, everything would be rosy, 4 Operations research, decision 
advanced devices for automatic but we have no such machine and theory, optimization problems, pro- 
control of plant and office opera- will, instead, depend on you. gramming. 
tions. 

NEW D UW TO GET ARMY SOUND ON CAMPUS 

EXPOSITION NEWS MATH CENTER A new sound being heard around 

Larry Barr, Publicity Chairman The University of Wisconsin will tte mechanical engineering build- 

The 1956 Engineering Exposition build an $800,000 addition to "8 these sa a below the 
is beginning to gather momentum Stething Hull ‘to: house the: Mute. a ne aucile fimit for iit 
and before long, it will be full matics Research Center of the this sound has Deon iereasing in speed ahead John Bollinger, gen- United States Army, University intensity for the last month or so. 

; eee » BE regents revealed recently. A personal investigation by Cam- 
eral chairman, states that more in- Th pus News reveals this noise not to 

Spt axhibit acc ae 5 e regents: dustrial exhibit acceptances are on - d enalichosert of tie be a new development of modern 
arriving every week, He expects C . es establishment of the technology, but the old-fashioned 
about 40 exhibits from various enter on the campus; complaining of the pigeons about 
companies, many of which had dis- 2. Accepted a $400,000 gift from the cold. END 
plays in 1953. Concerning student the Wisconsin Alumni Research 
exhibits, however, he is not so op- Foundation, which, when added to 

tomistic. Why? Because the current a $400,000 gift provided earlier by ON MAKING ANNOUNCE- 
crop of student engineers is being that Foundation, will pay for the MENTS IN “THE WIS- 

very secretive about their plans for structure; CONSIN ENGINEER” 

student exhibits. Or, at least, that 3. Authorized preparation of I. The “Wisconsin Engineer” 

is what we like to think. plans and specifications for a four- eanipis ne. ae iene 
It is no secret why some affairs, | floor addition on the east side of Neat Ears (Engineering pore 

anh ne s . oye a se : kode ews), Announcements, Awards, such as the 1956 Exposition are Sterling Hall to provide space for Scholarships, Contests, Engineer- 
successes. It is because of the en- both the University physics de- ing Institutes, Banquets, and job 
thusiastic support of everyone con- partment and the Mathematics opportunities, “wich Pen 
cerned because it represents what Research Center. Wisbonsin, We will be glad to 

a ¢ is GlAee) , ‘ ‘ i aterial believe he and his class can do. John Bol- The first $400,000 gift from te be vewawarthy. Om RESTS 
linger is fond of saying that the WARF, accepted Sept. 10, was for II. News Reaches: 

Exposition is not a one, two, or building a basement structure for 1. i (ross-section of the student 

three man job, it is a job for all high energy physics research. The 2. Al Tnembers of the faculty. 
of us. Well, it is true, although — additional funds will enable the 3. The 1,100 members of The . a : isconsi sie Si feg 
John is beginning to repeat a bit University to build the upper floors peg, ooee of Frofes 
lately. We need your help. for the Mathematics Research 4. 450 high schools throughout 

To be -e specific, wh . Cc ae Wisconsin. 
‘o be more specific, why not see Center. III, Requirements for ‘submitted 

John and find out what needs to be Wisconsin met the needs set up material: 
done. Student exhibits are always by a special panel of Army and 1. Neatly typewritten—Double- 

al A; a od ae antivitiac 5 scene . oe . spaced. 

welcome and other activities are civilian mathematicians which 2. Submitted in advance of dead- 
open. range oxcellence i line. 

f . 4 a . ranged from excellence of Madison 3. Check the following deadlines 
Pi Tau Sigma and Tau Beta Pi as a place to live to eminence of to insure material and an- 

are both supporting the exposition the University as a mathematical oon are printed in cor- 
and it goes without saying that all and scientific institution. : - li ; 

the “initial” organizations (ASME, The University and the Army Submitted Mailing 
AIEE, etc.) are behind it. How have agreed that Prof. R. E. Lan- Issue Material Date 

about you? ger, a member of the UW mathe- a sores ne. 5 er i 
‘ ' ' 2. . . pril ....... Mar. § pr. 

Speaking of support, the faculty matics department since 1927, will May veeeeee. Apr. 9 May 14 
is co-operating very well. All the be the first director of the Center. 
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Pi Tau Sigma Tau Beta Pi 

HONOR SOCIETY MEMBERS, FALL SEMESTER 
NEW INITIATES 

PI TAU SIGMA CHI EPSILON 

Mechanical Engineering Civil Engineering 
Lawrence D. BARR Devin ‘Lavy CHARLES CHARLSON RODNEY PiKe 
Jom Bouncer Joun Lonrey Tuomas O’SHERIDAN RayMonpd TASsCHNER 

_ Froyp Strautz THomMas EHRMANN MICHEAL CAFFERTY Joun L. Naprer RisHAkD “Wee Vicror GoopMan 
Jack C. DupLey Perer REICHELSDORFER CHARD u men ers WiiSUK A. Exri Otar Rove Gorvon KrueEcEr Donatp BuETTNER 
A Ww. HW ; R AS . VERNON COFFEY JaMes CuristENSON LFRED W. HusBe.t. ICHARD A. SHOLTS Rian, Rec: James CLAPP 

Car L. Jarck Jose A. ViLLALonos RicHARD BirNER PAUL JENKINSON 
Ronatp Kauscu Joun M. Wetnstock Joun ALBRECHT 
Rosert E. Kruse 

* 

* ETA KAPPA NU 

Electrical Engineering 

TAU BETA PI ALLAN H, ANDERSON Davin P. HartMANN 

WituiaM E, BorrrcHer James F, Sprrzer 
Engineering WituiaM J. Carrot Kennetu L. Stann 

Grecory FirzcErap Hivsert W. BAUMANN Ray D. Dunwett. 
WILHELM C, STEFFE Josepu A. DartiLo Chi Epsilon 
Mito C. Swanson ALLWin E. WupeL. " ” ‘ . 
Patrick J. McKroucn Marin H. WacNneR : je - _ a 

Fes i t Joun S. BAKER Ray D. Dunweii ba By - & na 
Kennetu E. Nresunr James H. Moy \ i ee id f 
Rosert E. Tuycrson ALLAN H. ANDERSON ae \ e * cf | » a, 
Tuomas W. EurMANN Joun G. Bouiincer i Oy an AG 4 ey 
Don W. Martens Rosert L. ELron td ie a y : if 
Wiiuram G. Marsnat, Jou L. WAGNER Am a f RE LL Bie. eh eee a Winrrep A. BEZELLA Geratp C. Pomraninc 4 ip % a ie te in eA vy ee hi ea ALLYN J. ZIEGENHAGEN Cuaries H, CHARLSON if ) y by Se h | i 
James F. Sprrzer James E. CuristeNson ; : i : A pe 
Lawrence D. Barr C. Barcitay Giipin | <f r¢ ef” ae fe Bic Je : 
Tuomas P. Kruse Kennetu F, Neusen es DA bess aS <— exe 
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McDONNELL F-101 — The Voodoo, an Air Force supersonic i. \ 
fighter that has two J-57 engines with afterburners, is the L i} 
most powerful jet fighter yet built. Le BY 

e = ale | BOEING B-52 — Eight J-57 engines, mounted in pairs, power 
ae 4 | eee this all-jet, heavy Air Force bomber. 

AA 7 rrr 

fF ChChChCUmrUhlmceerrmrmrre 
) a. 7 oe 

Lo eee 
BOEING 707 — The Stratoliner will usher in commercial CHANCE VOUGHT F8U — Powered by a J-57 with afterburner, 

travel in the jet age. It is the counterpart of the KC-135, the Crusader is the Navy’s fastest carrier-based fighter. 
a military tanker-transport powered by four J-57 engines. 

The best airpl i e pest airpianes...are designed 

d th best engines 
Today’s most valuable military aircraft, capable of its leadership in the field of aircraft powerplants. Ef- 
supersonic or intercontinental flight, include various fort is now being directed toward the improvement 

Air Force and Navy fighters, bombers and trans- of advanced jet and turboprop designs. Still to be 
ports. Among these are nine types that have a anticipated is mastery of current technology’s most 
ee feature ts LEG ee Bea all fly on one provocative problem — the successful development 

type of engine — the J-57 turbojet. of a nuclear aircraft engine. 

; Also entrusted to the efficient, dependable Opera- Many engineering graduates would like to be 

tion of Pratt & Whitney Aircraft’s jet joa hann concerned with the air power of the next generation. 
re the eri ree soon to travel along One way to fulfill that ambition is to pursue a 

@ air lanes of the world. career alongside the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft en- 

The excellence of the J-57 is attributed to the gineers who have consistently produced the world’s 

engineering team that has determinedly maintained best aircraft engines. 

World's foremost designer and builder 

of aircraft engines 

ANTNEY 4 
ex PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 

ee DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

> EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 2 Pf ks 7 

> 
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‘@ AN INCREASED SUPPLY of para-cresol, raw material for antioxidants used in gasoline 

and rubber, will become available late in 1956 with the completion of the recently announced 
addition to Hercules’ oxychemical plant in Gibbstown, N. , This will more than double the 
amount now being produced by Hercules and is the sixth product to be made commercially 
by the Hercules’ oxidation process. Para-cresol also plays an important part in the production 
of essential oils and in the manufacture of dyes. 

eS Be _ | MAKE STRONGER CARTONS 

: 4 “a 8 bo CORN | I 

| gy ecvenaces P|  2— ld la 

eae a EN ce Hl : Oe | ae UUM SS 
: ee nee Jd : ee: i. oe 7) 

‘@ FASTEST DRYING of all protective coatings, lacquer is ideally @ ACID, ALKALI, AND WATER are all repelled when paper or paper- 

suited to keep pace with today’s mass production methods. At the board are sized with Hercules Aquapel®. In corrugated cartons ox 

Standard Box Company in Pittsburgh, for example, a single-appli- spiral wound fiber drums where alkaline glues are used, Aquapel 

cation hot-lacquer system protects beverage boxes with no delays for sizing effectively retards penetration of the glue. Neither a resin 

drying. Hercules works closely with the coatings industry in develop- nor a wax, Aquapel is a chemical that reacts with the cellulose fiber 

ing and perfecting new uses for laccuer-type coatings based on its to form a surface that is resistant to hot and cold water, acid or 

nitrocellulose, ethyl cellulose, cellulose acetate, and Parlon® alkali. That’s why so many paper mills are finding ever-increasing 
(chlorinated rubber). use for this new sizing agent. 

¥ HERCULES POWDER COMPANY 

veh 7D R ( 4 i I [ 1a Sy 968 Market St., Wilmington 99, Del. Sales Offices in Principal Cities 
3 SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE CHEMICALS, 

ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, OXYCHEMICALS, 

CHEMICAL MATERIALS FOR INDUSTRY EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL PROCESSING MATERIALS. onsen 
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RCA TV camera encased in special diving bell televises the activities of sea life in sunlit waters off the Gulf Streams 

Now RCA puts TV underwater to help 
. = 

the Government protect marine life 

‘Ten fathoms down, an RCA television _ tronics for Living” that will make life ELL” 

camera moves through darting schools _ fuller, easier, happier. — — . 5 

of fish. On the surface, U.S. Fish and | eS | i So ik 

Wildlife experts hover over an RCA Oras Ah 
WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? | as: Ya 

remote control TV monitor. From what .  . Se i  ? a 
they see will come new fishing tech- eo ne offers “acaigh, aa =e ae iy ton 

: pment, design, and manufac- eee NS 
maques — the government protect turing for engineers with Bachelor Melos . Osi ‘7 a s an 
aac . . . or advanced degrees in E.E., M.E. FO eeesy titel » aan 

The electronic and engineering skill or Physics. For full information, Ty. Ge ae oS 
behind underwater TV is inherent in write to: Mr. Robert Haklisch. 0 ee oe if e Lae " 

a 7 ie F Be wy £ 
all RCA products and services. And Manager, College Relations, aa Mn & nf 

continually, RCA scientists at the Radio Corporation of America, US. Fish and Wildlife Service techni» 
David Sarnoff Research Center in Camden 2, N. J. cians study fishing methods and equip- 

. <: pin ment of an RCA remote control TV 
Princeton, N. J., delve into new “‘Elec- monitor. 

® 

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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W. S a a E B 

SOCIETY OF # 

PROFESSIONAL WISCONSIN SOCIETY OF PROFES- 8:30 Performance at Fred Miller 

SIONAL ENGINEERS ANNUAL Theater 
CONVENTION 11:10 Buses leave Fred Miller Theater 

for Schroeder Hotel 
ENGINEERS Schroeder Hotel, Milwaukee, Wis., $ e 

January 26, 27 and 28, 1956 Friday, Jan. 27, 1956 

The thirteenth annual conven- Aa oo | 
tion. of the ‘Wisconsin Society of 9:00 Registration—4th Floor 

i 5 i : 9:30 Functional Groups: 
SECRETARY'S. OFFICE Professional Engineers features in- ‘A Tndustrisl.-Parlor c 

Fetes et Meee novations which, no doubt, will ‘ Louis E. Larson, Chaieinan 

OY ee ee attract the largest attendance in the B. Education—Club Room 
Harotp N. Kinessury, Secretary- i" = 3 * 

Treasurer history of the Society. Sah with ae 

The College—-Industry Confer- Me saan: Deat Cc. Wondt 
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE . : : peaker: Dean C, Wendt 

ence of the American Society for C. Public Employment— 
Harvey L. Grsson Engi 3 " . ngineering Education, featured Parlor D 

122 W. Washington Ave. . . “pnt 
aaiw Hepes all day Thursday, January 26, in a Carl Cajanus, Chairman Madison, Wisconsin ? : dc Iti Parlor E 

M. L. Hociunp, La Crosse pre-convention program jointly . re > hs am Ch . 

J. M. Hotpersy, Rhinelander sponsored by the Wisconsin Society Speaker: Coon e elccers 
V. A. Knrevers, Sheboygan of Professional Engineers and the ae’ Pea —e 

R. M. Lyart, Milwaukee Relations with Industry Division of bares aderaader 8 
C. E. Marueis, Wauwatosa i s . cucation~* uy Room 

G! We Bencatcn, Madison the A.S.E.E., brings to Milwaukee (Joint with Functional) 
wa Rowen uspewa Falls speakers of national prominence 7 John Gammel, Chairman 

on the theme “Humanities and En- B. Ethics and Practice—Parlor I 
W.S.P.E. OFFICERS gineering.” Kurt Roth, Chairman 

A. Owen Ayres, President " , ss C. Membership—Parlor G 
. ’ . A supper theater party for the W. F. Baumgartner 

Arruur G. Beuiinc, Ist Vice-President Wise in Soci  Professi 1 Chairm: 2 
A. L. Genisor, 2nd Vice President isconsin Society of Professiona , hairman 

Haroip N. Kincssury, Secretary- Engineers, their ladies and guests, D. Program—Parlor F | 

Treasurer replaces the entertainment and late a * a oe eae eno 
Georce P. SremnwMerz, Past President luncheon. After dinner at the con- i wer nattineer Chal eons 

James Bampery, Director vention hotel, the engineers and F Légistaive--Parlbe zB 
Watrer E. Dicx, Director © Indie aap? . * . 

: their ladies will proceed for an ex- E, J. Kallevang, Chairman 
Joun Gamme.t., Director . y . 

FRANK Ls CARESON. DiSEtOP ceptional evening at the Fred G. Interprofessional—Room 507 

E. C. Korerper, Director Miller Theater. ‘ Charles Nagel, Chairman 
P.M, 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES _A third item is the panel on the 19.39 runcheon—Crystal Ball Room 
Ricuarp C. Char four surveys made by the National Arthur Behling, Presiding 

HAROLD. TRESTER Conference Board of the Society A. Recognition of New Mem- 

———_—————————————_ by four members of the Board’s bers 
ENGINEERS’ CREED Committee, featuring firsthand in- July 1 to December 31 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate —_ formation on the problems of the ba a of - resident. A. 
my professional knowledge and skill to engineer, especially as he emerges wen AYTCS _ 
the: aloancement and betterment of : . > ESpi : y ce 8 S B. Recognition of Industrialists 

human welfare. into managemen responsibilities. 1:30 Address—Crystal Ball Room 
1 PLEDGE pmowing is the tentative sched- C. Y. Thomas, Vice President 

. ule: Spencer Chemical Company 
To Le the eet ae ce Kansas City, Missouri 

to participate in none but honest enter- Topic: Unity in the Professi 

prise, to live and work according to the Thursday, Jan. 26, 1956 pee . Y a euroresson 
. 2:30 General Session—East Room 

laws of and the highest standards P.M, ECX si. Presi 

of professional conduct. To place serv- 2:00 Registration—4th Floor ype ree 
ice before profit, the honor and standing 2:00 Board of Directors—South Room Panel on Engineers and Public 
of the profession before personal advan- 2:00 Chapter Presidents’ Meeting— Affairs 

tage, and the public welfare above all Parlor H Paul H. Robbins, Exec. Dir. 

other considerations. In humility and 6:00 Theater Party Dinner—East Room N.S.P.E., Moderator 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make 8:00 Buses leave for Fred Miller Washington, D. C. 

this pledge, Theater (Continued on page 40) 
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Meet the President 
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RODERICK F. BOTT 

President, Northwest Chapter W.S.P.E. 

Mr. Bott, President of the Northwest Chapter, attended the Milwaukee pub- 
lic school system and Milwaukee State College prior to World War I, and served 
as a Lieutenant in the Infantry in World War I. 

After graduating from the University of Illinois with a B. S. degree in 1925, 
Mr. Bott held positions in various fields, including chemistry and merchandising. 

He began work with the Wisconsin State Board of Health in 1935 and was 
Assistant State Director of the Community Sanitation Program 1936-1942. In 
1942 he became District Sanitary Engineer for the State Board of Health in 
the Chippewa Falls district office, a position he still holds. 

He has been active in the Northwest Chapter W.S.P.E. since the chapter 
was formed, having been a member of the chapter board of directors 1951-1953, 
Engineers’ Week Chairman in 1953 and 1954, and Vice-President in 1954. He is 
serving his second term on the board of directors of the Wisconsin Association 
for Public Health and has been affiliated with the Masonic Lodge since 1930. 
He is married and has two children. 
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W. S. P. E. a us chee ee 8:30 Fred Miller Theater—Performance 

(Continued from page 38) is — a t:10 Fe eave Theater 

Participants: Lea ih Friday, Jan. 27, 1956 
Jedd. Coleman, Chairman & af a ane be] AM. 

Introduction ee oe ral / | 9:00 Registration—4th Fl 

Frigidaire Division PILES eh Waal, labicn ka 9: egistration th Floor _ 

General Motors Corp. a Pda se) ie Seo 9:30 Organization of Ladies Auxiliary— 

Dayton, Ohio : 2 Tey a ~~ Room 508 

Past President, N.S.P.E. SS aoc : Discussion led by John B. Jardine 

V. E. Gunlock P.M, 

Chicago Transit Authority F. Functional Group Reports: 12:00 Luncheon and Style Show— 

Chicago, Illinois (1) Consulting Engineers Empire Room 

Vice President, N.S.P.E. (2) Education 2:00 Cards—Empire Room 

C. Y. Thomas, Vice President (3) Industrial Employ- 6:00 Reception—Foyer 

Spencer Chemical Company (4) eel Employment Dutch Treat—Cash Bar 

Kansas City, Missouri 7:00 Professional Engineers Annual 

John B. Jardine G. New Business Banquet—Crystal Ballroom 

Fargo, North Dakota P.M, For Members and Ladies— 

Past Vice President, N.S.P.E. 12:30 Luncheon—Empire Room Informal 

6:00 Reception—Foyer A. L. Genisot, Presiding 7:00 Ladies at Speakers’ Table 

sh Treat—Cash Bar Recognition of Official Delegates 

6:45 ccnkedt seni ont 508 fom State Societies: MERRYLE STANLEY’ BUKEYSER 

Out of Town Guests Michigan A Biographical Outline 

7:00 Annual Banquet—Crystal Ball Towa Merryle Stanley Rukeyser is 
Room Illinois known to millions of Americans 

A. Owen Ayres, President, Address: (To be announced ) from coast to coast as an outstand- 

Salie AaRUMES / ing lecturer, journalist, economist 
nas a 2:30 Annual Business Meeting— and author. 

“ ara from V. KE. Gun- Bere Marquette Room His column of comment on how 

Chicago, Ilinois Milwaukee | Section. ki we live, which is syndicated to 

Vice President, N.S.P.E. W: G Lalller,Presiding newspapers from coast to coast by 

B. Introduction of Old and ; International News Service, is read 

New Officers Weer ee ai by banker, laborer, business man 
C. Presentation of Awards WAUKEE, WISCONSIN - and housewife alike. Keenly dis- 

(1) Outstanding Engineer cerning, yet always human and 

Award January: 26 and, 27; 1956 dramatic, Mr. Rukeyser’s vivid use 

(2) Outstanding Science Thursday, Jan. 26, 1956 of simple language changes eco- 
be Aaa Peaches Award eens, nomics from a “dismal” science to 

. Address - ai 

“Memyle Stanley Rukeyser 6:00 Theater Dinner—East Room a vital and significant study of the 

Introduced by Robert C. 8:00 Buses leave for Fred Miller Theater wager nga struggle for mate- 
Bassett rial well-being. 

Publisher, Milwaukee Sen- As editorial writer, author, and 

tinel broadcaster, Mr. Rukeyser plays a 

Saturday, Jan. 28, 1956 _ tremendous part in shaping the 

9:00 Registration Continues—4th Floor oo thoughts and voicing the aspira- 
“ Be “ ° — tions of people in every walk of 
9:30 Business Meeting—East Room  -. life 

President A. Owen Ayres, cs . . we . 
Presiding __ In addition to his frequent re- 

‘A. President’s Report r | _ _ peat invitation to the platform of 

B. Secretary's Report . - topflight Town Halls and other 

C. Treasurer’s Report a —_— -— lecture groups from coast to coast, 

D. National Representative’s _.... ~~ Mr. Rukeyser broadcasts each 

Report — — Thursday evening over the Mutual 

FE. Committee Reports: _ | - ri ° Broadcasting System on “Rukeyser 

(1) Education . , i Reports”, a discussion of every- 

(2) Ethics and Practice ’ rf man’s financial problems and op- 
(3) Membership , @ portunities. He has appeared fre- 

os Poti, Relatlene cy quently as a guest on television and 
(6) Legislative La radio on “America’s Town Meet- 

(7) Interprofessional Merryle Stanley Rukeyser (Continued on page 42) 
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° ° ° 6 
Boeing engineers are insiders on top-secret work 

Engincers are doing vital work on sig- and nuclear power, miniaturization, | growth. There arc more than twice as 

nificant new devclopments at Bocing. — electronic control, and others. Their many engincers with the firm now as 

For example, the Bocing BOMARC _ goal is to design structures and com- at the peak of World War IL. Living 

1M-99 pilotless interceptor. Its prede- ponents that will “weigh nothing and __ is pleasant in the progressive, comfort- 

cessor, the Bocing GAPA, is shown hcre, _ take no space,” yet withstand extreme —able-size communities of Seattle and 
because photographs of BOMARC __ velocitics and altitudes. Wichita. 

are highly classified. BOMARC is a The prestige of Boeing engincers is There is room for top engincering 
supersonic long-range missile that second to none. They have creatcd such talent on Bocing research, design and 
spearheads an cntircly new weapons recent aviation milestones as the B-52 _ production tcams. If you feel that you 
system. It is a key weapon in Amcrica’s global jct bomber, the 707 jet transport, —_ belong with aviation’s Ieadcr, it will pay 
defense planning. and the B-47. There are superb facili you to investigate the advantages of a 
BOMARG, as well as other “years _ tics at Bocing: the multi-million-dollar career with Bocing. 

ahcad” Bocing projects, which cannot "CW Flight Test Center, the world’s For further Boeing career information, consult your 
be discussed here, are complex chal- Most versatile privately-owned wind Placement Office or write to either: 

lenges to all kinds of engineers. These tunnel, the latest electronic computers, —_jgHN ¢, SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
men find real creative interest in the and much more. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

problems of very high speed flight: heat, Bocing enginccrs enjoy exceptional R. J. B. HOFFMAN, Administrative Engineer 

compressibility, vibration, rocket, jet | opportunitics for carcer stability and Boeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas 

Aviation leadership since 1916 
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS 
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W.S.P.E. Columbia University, and was for- | Subway Engineer, Chicago 1943- 
merly associate editor of “Finance”. 1945, Commissioner of Subways & 

(Continued from page 40) No “armchair” commentator, Mr. Superhighways 1945-1952, Com- 

ing of the Air,” the “People’s Plat- Rukeyser goes out to see for him- missioner of Public Works, Chicago 
form.” “The American Forum of self. He frequently crosses the con- 1952 to July 1, 1954, Chairman, 

the ‘Air “Meet the Press’, the tinent to make personal inspections Chicago Transit Board, July 1, 1954 

“Author Meets thé Critics”, the of the status of the great centers of __ to date. 
“Court of Current Issues”, and industrial, mineral and agricultural He is Past President of Mlinois 

“Who Said That?” An advocate for production. He supplements _ his Society of Professional Engineers 

free specch, he has developed observations in the field with visits and Vice President of National So- 

leadership ‘if auditing the dem- to Washington, where he confers ciety of Professional Engineers for 

agogue. with important government offi- 1955. He is a member of Tau Beta 

Amidst his duties as a working cials. Mr. Rukeyser’s contacts are Pi, many other engineering socie- 

4 Bees sat Bios 3 with top-flight leaders in labor as ties and various civic groups. He is 

inane etiton Jectarer ad bast. well as in business, financial, and married and has two children. 
ness consultant, Mr. Rukeyser has academia uke 

written six standard books on eco- wen nuthocitative biogeaphiteal 

moms mae ‘aetna, asad outline of Mr. Rukeyser’s career as Chapter News 
ing “Financial Security in a Chang- a leader of American common 

on the years Mr, Rukeyser  8°MS€_ @PPears in the current issue WISCONSIN VALLEY CHAPTER 

has vonteibuted numerous wstlles of Who's Who. in America, Mr. The meeting of the Wisconsin 

to national magazines, and he is Rukeyser was born in Chicago on Valley Chapter of the W.S.P.E. 

frequently consulted on financial a 897, ats neon hin was held at the Weston Power 

matters. sali journalism at Columbia Plant, located on the Wisconsin 

Single-handedly he has pi- University, and at the age of 23 be- River just below Rothschild, on 

oneered ina campaign to stream- came financial editor of the New December 3, 1955. 

line and dramatize annual corpo- ee Before the meeting the members 

rate reports. His efforts to make VIRGIL E. GUNLOCK VICE- and their guests were conducted 

these reports significant documents PRESIDENT, N.S.P.E. on @ tour through the plant by Mr. 
in industrial relations have been Virgil E. Gunlock, P. E., was Morrison and Mr. Cleon 

extremely successful, as evidenced — porn in New Canton, Illinois, May The following officers ee, 

by the increasing number of cor- 1g 1905, He received a B.S. in elected to serve for the year 956: 

porations that have made use of Civil Engineering from the Univer- President—L. W. Lembcke; Vic« 

Mr. Rukeyser’s ideas on the sub- sity of Illinois in 1927. President=E. L. Schroeder; —_ 

ject. Following is a brief career sum- tary “Theausers[oinn EBook; si 
His three brochures on the sub- mary: Assistant Engineer, Sanitary Trustee—Archie E. Becher. _ 

ject of annual reports, entitled District. of Chicago 1927-1938, The dates for the 1956 meetings 

“Streamlined Financial Statements Resident Engineer Chicago Sub- were set as follows: April 14— 

—For Whom Does Capital Work?”, ways 1928-1941, Engineer of Sub- Tomahawk; July 14-Rhinelander; 

“Sell the Business As Well As The way Construction 1941-1943, Chief September 8—Wisconsin Rapids; 

Product”, and “The Whole Truth— ° and December 8—Wausau. 

and the Short Form” are standard Mr. Lawrence (Red) Carlson 

reference works on this subject. _— | was re-appointed Chairman of the 

Mr. Rukeyser has frequently rts Membership Committee with the 

been called to Washington to tes- |i stipulation that he choose the mem- 

tify as an expert before House and ss bers of his committee. 

Senate investigating committees. | Ce The group was pleased to have 
He also has served as chairman of 7 eure Mr. William F. Baumgartner of 

the Non-Partisan Social Security a oe ed - the Northwest Chapter and Mr. 

Commission and was instrumental _ — 7. Clifford Nelson of the Western 

in formulating recommendations, — Chapter present at their meeting. 

which have since been translated _. After the meeting cocktails and 

into law. Mr. Rukeyser has written ; .. dinner were served to the guests, 

two significant brochures recently  \ i. members and their wives. 

on job security and the annual =» | pene eee Re 

wage. _ _ “a 

Mr. Rukeyser has behind him a | - (> : The Southeast Chapter held its 

period of seventeen years as a ie annual Christmas meeting at Wau- 

member -of the teaching staff of Virgil E. Gunlock (Continued on page 44) 
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FINE ENGINEERS ~— ff © 
mS, 

Over a period of many years we’ve found ‘iinet <i ee 
S yi x id NA 

scores of fine engineers in these nine schools. 2h Eu 

Most of them are still with us, f 

prospering in the ever-expanding electrical field. : aay | 

Again this year we’re looking to these same Je ad eS Fee A 

i ; . . . wae alt or, meena s: 
nine schools for electrical, mechanical, industrial and nae ao = 

general engineering talent. If you’re looking forward to an = | pie DL 
. ‘ 2 z RGIA TECH 

active engineering career in one of the world’s most I — a ' 
er 3 : . Oe aah 

vital industries, why not get acquainted with Square D : Al ’ | 

and its excellent opportunities? P les anes de j 
sti et naar Pay 
eee SMA tf 3 Math iil eg see fH" 

Wail the ( oupon Re ee ee ee 

OHIO STATE 

We'd like to send you a brochure, 1 Square D Company, Dept. SA | 
“Your Engineering Career.” It gives the simple rules | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan | 

x “ : - | I'd like a copy of Square D's brochure, | 

to follow in selecting an engineering career. | "Your Enginecring Carcer™ \ 

! | cs Sa | Name. si si | 

ii | | | 
em I Schoo! _____________Class ___ | 
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W S P.E cepted the position of Engineering the principal speaker of the eve- 
ose Editor of the American City Maga- ning. He reported on the 1954 

(Continued from page 42) zine. He will take over his duties Nationwide “Professional Engineers 

i 2 rk City in Ja Mr. I e Salary Survey” of the ketha;, Wiseonsia on Deseniber 7 in New York City in January Mr nome and salary Survey a e 

1. Spitzer is presently the Vice Pres- National Society of Professional 
1955. The group met at Jack : j . os aml ‘ 

7? sy ident of the S. E. Chapter. Engineers. It was pointed out in 
Waite’s Waukesha Cement Tile é sentl this factual, convincing report how 
Company Plant for the usual “plant The S. E. Chapter is ‘present y wauch the > En ita eer. ceens for 
tour” and cocktail hour and then Conducting a SULVEY within the whom he ose branches of ‘engi- 
moved to the Avalon Hotel for chapter area by sending out ques- neerih: en a ed in. the type ‘ol 
dinner, business and festivities. tionnaires to all Registered Engi- & engag > oP . 

. fen cit , neers in the Chapter area to deter- | work which he does, his salary 
The evening s program included mine their views on meeting grade together with many other 

the International Harvester film places, Frequency of meetings important facts concerning the Pro- 
Man With a Thousand Hands” ? : fessional + ro j 

A . chapter preference, (Milwaukee, essional engineers income anc 
which gave an excellent account of . ae lar 
the building at Kittimat Southeast or adjoining chapters) salary. ; . 

sue, BS ama and other information which The coming Chapter meetings 
Two members of the S. E. Chap- should lead to increased activtiy in are scheduled for Wednesday, Feb. 

ter announced a change in _posi- the Milwaukee and §. E. Chapter 22, 1956, Tuesday, March 20, 1956 

tion and location. area. Copies of the tabulated re- | and Wednesday, April 18, 1956 
Mr. James L. Trebilcock, Field sults will be forwarded to the state (Election of Officers). Program 

Engineer, Fairbanks Morse & Com- officers. Chairman, Mr. T. K. Jordan urges 
pany has been promtoed to Man- Program Chairman for the eve- you to attend the Chapter meet- 
ager of the Electrical Dept., Fair- ning was Mr. Joe Raynor. ings. ITS YOUR PROFESSION. 
banks Morse and Company, at Mr. Page A. Johnson, Chairman 
Omaha, Nebraska. Mr. Trebilcock of the Membership Committee in- 
is presently a Director of the S. E. FOX: RIVER, VALLEY forms us that the Southwest Chap- 
Chapter. The Fox River Valley Chapter ter has 242 P.E. members and 11 

Mr. Elroy F. Spitzer, City Engi- of the Wisconsin Society of Profes- ELT.s. 

neer of South Milwaukee, has ac- sional Engineers held _ their Our chapter area has 300 pro- 
ss monthly meeting December 8th at spective members. In our present 

the Legion Club in Oshkosh, Wis- membership drive, the state society 

consin. has set up a quota of 60 new mem- 
’ For the entertainment of the bers for this year ending July 1, 

Brown 5 Book Shop members a one act light comedy 1956. Your local membership com- 
® Rapidograph Pen “Ways and Means” by Noel mittee needs your help. 
® Pelican Pens Coward was presented by the Osh- We all know one or more regis- 
@ Doric Lettering Set kosh Community Players and di- tered engineers who should belong 
@ Circular Slide Rule rected by Robert F. Berndt. to W.S.P.E. If each member will 
@® Beam Compass . inf -e eligibl . 
© Quick Converter The local arrangement chair- inform one or more eligible ‘Prose 
@ Veiga Log Slide Rule man for the meeting was Robert — pects how he will benefit by being 
@ 6” Slide Rules W. Frazier, and other members a member of W.S.P.E., our quota 

@ Graph Paper include Ivar Van Akkaren, Albert can become a reality. 

@ Curves Marsh, and Robert C. Sommerfeld. 
® Triangles _? . : f W. H. FERRIS NAMED CHIEF WPL 
@ Straight Edges Because of the annual meeting o ELECTRICAL ENGINEER 

the W.S.P.E. in Milwaukee on aye . : 
. William H. Ferris, Madison, has 

January 26-27-28, 1955 there will I . hi 3 
be no meeting of the Fox River peen promoted to chief electrical 

NO CHARGE - F engineer of the Wisconsin Power 
FOR Valley Chapter during January. and Light C 

CASHING CHECKS * aight ‘ as, 4 . 
SOUTHWEST CHAPTER Ferris, wi o has | een assistant 

chief electrical engineer, replaces 
* CHARLES M. PERLMAN C. F. Dobson, Madison, who has 

The second meeting of the  jetired. 

; Southwest Chapter was held Dee. Ferris, a graduate of the Univer- 

BRO \V) \ S 13, 1955 at the Cuba Club in sity of Wisconsin in electrical en- 
Madison. gineering in 1931, became plan- 

Book Shop Inc. Mr. E. J. Kallevang, (retired) ning engineer for the Janesville and 
673 — STATE STREET — 712 formerly vice president in charge Beloit districts in 1953 and assistant 

of Engineering and Operation, chief engineer at the Madison 
| Wisconsin Power & Light Co. was __ office in 1954. END 
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GEORGE M. LINCOLN, JR. expects to receive his B.S. in met- 

Lee allurgical engineering from Lehigh University in 1957. George 
_ » -— is active in sports, vice president of his junior class, and a partici- 

CC pant in many other campus activities. He’s starting his employ- 
_. a 1 ment investigations early, for he feels that the selection of an 

4 ee eLULULr employer is one of the most important decisions in a man’s career. 

a Charlie Smith answers: 
: Lo Le They have an almost endless variety of interesting 
L yo problems to face, George. As a student of metallurgy 

. you know that about two-thirds of all known chemical 
CHARLES I. SMITH, JR. received his B.S. Ch.E, elements are metals. Many of them are revealing valu- 
from V.P.I. in 1943, served in the Navy as an able new applications, when highly purified on a com- 
engineer officer, and joined Du Pont’s Engineer- ial le. Du Pont i tly int ted i 1 
ing Department in 1946. Since then he has ad- mercial Seale. oe on 1s greatly interes In severa 
vanced steadily through a number of interesting metallic and semi-metallic elements. 
assignments at various Du Pont plants. Today My own experience at Du Pont ranges from work 
Charlie Smith is technical superintendent of on titanium pigments, to metallic titanium production, 
Du Pont’s Newport, Delaware, Plant, Pigments hi as 5 5 
Department. and to t e ultra-pure silicon used in transistors. You 

can appreciate some of our metallurgical problems when 

I point out that impurities in transistor silicon have to 

be below one part in 100 million. That’s equivalent to 

Metallurgists and Metallurgical Engineers one pound of impurities distributed through a train of 
can find some of Charlie Smith’s challenging ore cars twenty miles long! 
new problems described in ‘Engineers at . 
Du Pont.” For a free copy of this booklet Some of our metallurgists carry out fundamental 
wie to E. ij du Hone a6 Nemours & Co. research on new metals, and, in the development stage, 

Se Blicoure emours Building, Wilmington they frequently operate pilot plants for producing them. 
Other metallurgists study problems relating to engi- 

neering materials used in construction, carry out re- 

search on intergranular corrosion, or investigate fatigue 

relationships encountered in dynamic, high-pressure 

Sree eae operations. 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . .. THROUGH CHEMISTRY You'll find many challenging opportunities in every 

WATCH “DU PONT CAVALCADE THEATER” ON TV phase of metallurgy at Du Pont, George. 
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edited by Dick Tomlin, ch’56 

L — two-hundredths the size of the 
— oo actual stator. At first it was be- 

ye gee / lieved the unit might be moved 
| across the deck on rollers, but it 

“Z hie baal be 5 : was discovered while working with 
ae ok the model that a variance of less 

4 . oa en iege than one degree in these angles 
— ” Wit =. ieee. 2 he: made the load too difficult to con- 

A Se yore | ead trol. Hence the decision to slide 
(Cc hanes sive ee a the stator sideways on greased 

re eS Mig hy Doha are ‘ planks. Tides at the dock vary less , Mah) nk wary - : oe me Soe on, , rt than one foot and will not hinder yy “ay <= 4 Po . the unloading, although it had to 

fe — oe a] 5% be calculated in the over-all plans. 
| 1 a merge 3 booty ie Ay After being shifted to the dock, 

U] wes x : £33 the stator was rolled some 500 
aa ‘j a i . a =v yards on heavy timbers to its per- 

- 7. “ee > aS manent home at the power plant. 
Ae) > Beg ta Its job as ballast completed, the 

sugar cargo was transported to a 

ARMY GETS BRAIN TOUGH PROBLEM, SWEET refinery in the United States. 
Purchase by the United States SOLUTION 

Army of a $4,000,000 electronic More than electrical engineering CIGARETTE LIGHTERS FOR 
data-processing system — “Bizmac” is behind the installation of a 44,- JET PLANES 
—that converts months of business 000 kilowatt steam turbine-genera- The common auto dashboard 
paperwork into minutes of “push- tor stator, at San Juan, Puerto Rico. cigarette lighter has invaded the 
button” operation has been made. For one thing San Juan does not eatm of electronic warfare, as a 

Announcement of the purchase have any dock facilities that could built-in part of a complex new 
marks the first detailed public dis- begin to handle the 100-ton mon- ground-based USAF aid defense 
closure of the “Bizmac” system. ster that was shipped there this system in development. 
Developed by RCA over a five-year summer from a General Electric 5 secgs . 
period, the new system is specifi: Co. plant in Lynn, Mass. : The lighter bias a distinctly scien- 
cally designed for standard busi- This lack was overcome with the fie Purpose in the comggien, — 
ness operations. aid of twenty-two million pounds sified electronic equipment being 

The RCA ‘Bizmac’ system will of sugar. built under a multimillion-dollar 
effect major operating economics. Sugar cargo was used to lower a Contract by General Bieshics 
The system can perform in minutes Bull Line ship from 15 to 20 feet Heavy Military Electronic Equip- 
inventory control procedures which in the water so the deck was level ™ent Department. 
now take months for the Army’s with San Juan’s dock. The stator Engineers say an operator, scan- 
vast Tank-Automotive supply pro- was then slid sideways off the boat —_-»ing the system’s glowing indicator 
gram. The program involves con- over a bed of timbers capped with ‘dar scopes for hours in semi- 
trol of replacement inventory of — maple planks and a heavy coat of — darkness, could be temporarily 
more than 200,000 different cate- grease. blinded by the flare of a match or 
gories of parts, ranging from nuts The ship-to-dock operation was Pocket lighter when lighting a 
and bolts to fan belts and engines, only one special problem of a dif- cigarette. Furthermore, his hands 
to keep military vehicles operative. ficult journey that was mulled over Must be free to work the dozens of 

“The “Bizmac’ system will be — for more than two years by engi- _ knobs, switches and buttons on the 
used to provide speedy and accu- neers. control panel. 
rate information on inventories, to Working with a scale model of Accordingly, the built-in lighter 
determine in minutes the current the stator, they calculated the pull- — was ordered as part of a “human 
supply of any item at any Ordnance ing and holding angles needed to engineering” program, to keep the 
depot in the nation, and to compute move the load safely. The model operator as undistracted as pos- 
forecasts of future requirements.” weighed 1275 pounds and was one sible. 
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ey RADIATION HAS DIFFERING SSS 
: ae EFFECTS ON VARIOUS | 
oes. MATERIALS 

\ te ° . ° 
/ | EG es Research has shown that nuclear Physical Scientists 
| | A Aa radiations can discolor many ma- 

i Y + . i a E i terials, render certain plastics Mathematicians 

SS a oe | ao ¢ | tougher while reducing others to 

‘ ae a A powder, change some liquids into . 

az | i = solids and take the stretch out of Engineers 
G.Evs:tiny drills compared to’microseopic rubber. Such radiations bring about 

view of ordinary pinhead (left). operations problems around nu- 

clear reactors, but offer opportuni- 
Conn tena HOLES ties for valuable new processing 
enera ectric’s instrument methods. | 

makers have gone one-up on the In the vicinity of reactors, the | 

a“ bromide pont ae hats possibilities that radiation can | 
ey have drilled holes in hair an harden or powder certain types of 

then threaded wire through the electrical insulating materials, de- 

holes. —— . compose paint and melt down cer- | Operations 
the didi Se a tain rubbers pose many technical | 

neering Laboratory uses a .001-inc problems. | Research 
drill, too small to be seen by the : 

; . Desnite these unwanted effects, | 
naked eye and so delicate it could ua den es | 

. nuclear radiations can sterilize 
be snapped or bent by accidental | 

. : . foods and drugs, toughen certain | 
contact with a piece of paper . Ps 

: ‘ types of plastics, produce insulat- 4 By cael ‘ 
tissue. It takes a microscope anda, : 5 : This country’s original operations 
steady hand to thread such a ti ing material by degrading certain , an 

— . ?“ oF reac such a nny plastics and perform other chemi- research group invites inquiries 
ole—but GE instrument makers cal transformations. from men of broad interests and 

have succeeded in lacing one-mil i © f & duis backeround men who have the 
wire, a thousandth of an inch in Sten ization ‘ ods and. drugs lie : % ientifi — 
diameter, through something that by conventiona means often re- ability to apply scientific princi- 

is even smaller than human hair— 4¥1Fes considerable heat, even ples to a variety of unconventional 
a strand of nylon stocking, though the products might be sen- problems. 

sitive to heat. 

Radiation is able to sterilize with 
3 no appreciable increase in tem- 

perature. In addition, amounts of 

; radiation required are relatively 

. small in most cases. 

: In addition, delayed polymeri- 

zation of certain materials can be Challenging Work 
The lal oo, accomplished by irradiating them 
ae alliae, USES this micro- while they are cool, then heating Academic Affiliation (MIT) 
ney & ie for such ishs as driing them at a later time to produce the 
iny fuel injection nozzles, making desired linking of molecules. | ‘ 
orifices in leak disks that control » Professional Advancement fie How if #as caw a Other studies have shown that | 

gas into a vacuum irradiated wood can be digested as | chamber, and making apertures for | : a cattle food. | 
electron beams in sensitive X-ray | 
equipment. | 

Contrary to standard shop prac- NEW'TVEE HIGHSFIDELITY | ‘ F SPEAKER 
tice, drill operators must slow down 
the drill press to approximately The development of a new type, . . 

1,800 rpm. when using the one. ¢lectrostatic, high-frequency Operations Evaluation Group 
mil size. In drilling operations, the speaker with a new high in effi. P. O. Box 2176 
usual formula is the larger the drill, ciency’ and a lower degree of dis- | Potomae Station 
the slower the speed, but the for- tortion has been made possible | Alexandria, Virginia 

: “« » cs 
mula is the larger the drill, the through the use of “Mylar” poly- | 
slower the speed, but the formula ester film, according to a nationally 
works in reverse on the tiny drills. (Continued on page 52) ee ere rere ee ee 
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A FEW YEARS AGO, HE WAS ON CAMPUS 

AT PURDUE UNIVERSITY, AND NOW... 
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Fave D. (Doug) WALLACE, JR., prop and turbo-jet engines, compres- program, Allison needs more engi- 
above, is a senior project engineer at sor and turbine components. neering personnel, and opportunity 

Allison. Doug’s work is “cut out” for him for young graduate engineers is un- 
He left Purdue in 1947 with his AE for some time to come, for only re- limited. Arrange now for an early 

degree and came to Allison the same cently, Allison broke ground for the interview with our representative on 
year. Presently, he is in charge of in- engineering building which is to be — your campus, or write for information 
strumentation and automatic process the center of expanded Research and _ about the possibilities of YOUR engi- 
controls at Allison’s new Research & — Development facilities for advanced _ neering career at Allison: Personnel 
Development test center. types of aircraft engines for commer- Dept., Engineering College Contact, 

With Allison now in the midst of cial and military use. Allison Division, General Motors 
a $75 million engineering expansion With this long-range expansion _—_ Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
and building program, much of his 
time is spent in vendor contact work, 

studying and selecting equipment 
most adequate to do the job; observ- 
ing, and helping with installation. He ; het?™, +4 

is shown above checking a control , — a } y t 

valve positioning amplifier on the in- SS wig 4 Ive positioning amplifier on th Ee Lf 
strument panel for controlling air . vas — Lf. eee ee 
pressures and temperatures of four a V4 a 
electric motor-driven, axial flow com- x { . 

pressors. This new facility is part of # T. LLISON 
the new Research and Development 4 / Sg LX 

set center. which é ry + test center, which— when completed d WY TURBO-PROP ENGINES 

—will enable testing of individual # - 
combustion components for turbo- Staget American built for the new era in air travel 
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| Hereisoneofaseries = | 8 J) io ee | 2 | 
of advertisements We igs ae [_ ——r—e— a 

ee | ee | i r—“_O__N A 

| are running in FORTUNG = SS rrt—“‘itO—O—OS—S—C—COSTC~S~—~t a 
| and BUSINESS WEEK to SUNN cossenee ET  lUt—s— a 

_ acquaint company man- The digital computer part of the ee rrr—O_O_ : 2 
poe Lo oF Ramo-Wooldridge Data Processing Center rts | ce 
| agements with ourinter- — o 

| est and our experience | p 4 

__ inthe field of automation | o 

| and date process UG BUSINESS AUTOMATION a 
| We believe we are | | 
Le. | "| | 
/ making good progress _ and MILITARY ELECTRONICS | 
beg Ve oe oS 1 

in developing activities | a P| 

_ that should u Itimately | a The problem confronting many company managements today in deciding : 

_ give us a strong posi- what course to follow in applying the new techniques of automation and | 

| ie oe Se data processing is similar to the problem faced in recent years by the j 

fi Poin the tremendously oo leaders of our military organizations in arranging for efficient application ml 
—itmportant and rapidly | of the same powerful tools of electronics to the art of war. | 

: growing field of auto- | | At Ramo-Wooldridge the difficult demands of major military systems i 
ee ae poe responsibility have been met successfully by the placing of heavy depend- 4 

mation. — : 1 ence upon teams of unusually well-qualified, mature and experienced | 
Pe : | scientists, operational procedures experts, and engineers. These teams deal ' 
ee See | with the technical and non-technical portions of a project as inseparable : 
bo 4 7 and interrelated aspects of a single problem. : 

ee Ff 4 Similarly, work has been done in the last two years by this company 
2 oes 7. on systems problems of non-military clients from such diverse fields as 
ee manufacturing, banking, transportation and public utility. The results : 
Fi : 4 strongly support the conclusion that many of the difficult problems in : 
_ __ Positions are available a é : : * 
© | © for acienitists and oo automation that face business and industry today can be economically i 

engineers in these fields 7 solved by teams that include a breadth of technical and non-technical | 
of current activity: | competence which permits them to conduct a highly objective, scientific 

Pe oS . | analysis of a client’s operations and requirements: i 

ee : | One important advantage to the client of such a broad and objective Be 
ee a | approach to his problems is the possibility of recommendations that realis- 
i Business Data Systems eS tic operational needs can be met without the necessity for investment in | 
Lo Development : 2 any additional machines or equipment. Nevertheless, the technical strength re 
© Digital Computer Research and 4 of The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, provided by its hundreds of scien- | 

2 Develooment a tists and engineers, is such that it can also undertake successfully the j 
Co e oF 7 development of entirely new equipment and techniques, if required. As | 
i Radar and Control System 7 an example, major programs are currently under way on the development | 
| : _ Development : ] of an advanced type of digital computer and control system, and on the 1 
be Ls oe 2 automation of large-scale data processing activities. | 
_-- Communication Systems | - . ate | "Development 1 To a surprisingly great extent, military electro- eee ” 

oo : 1 nics experience has charted the course for non- 

| Guided Missile Research and | military automation. A major objective of The parts Spa | 
| oe Development : Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation is to assist busi- — s a 

pepe . ness and industry in moving rapidly, yet realisti- Yk aa | 
i oe =| cally and economically, to take advantage of the aie y 
Pee es | ‘ no, a i : | great benefits of the new techniques. The Ramo-Wooldridge \ 

oo oo lecture hall during a : 
io. The — lecture on Operations 
a : : aa Research, as applied to 

. R: . W ld id the sold of manage- ] 

ot - ee ey emma Mima ment problems, — AMO-WOOIUTIOSC pow x = | 
— Corporation OW lave er RK, |S y oa A 

: 6820 BELLANCA AVENUE - <<  .|.|.C=6=hCmUCUtO i | 

LOS ANGELES 45. CALIF. ! EIS = . PACIFIC sEmiconpuc- [Jp 
Sere : ‘TORS, INC., a subsidiary | 

ee 4 4 devoted to the develop- 1 
Dl : | . . ment and wianfactire 

of advanced types o; i 
a 8 The Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation fj semicontuctor devices MY 

oe oe a such as diodes and j 

ee ee ceo 6820 BELLANCA AVENUE e¢ LOS ANGELES 45 ¢ CALIF. transistors...of great i 
——rr—~—™ : - importance in the : 

a rr—a‘_S future apparatus of 4 
— automation. Le 

eS 
i 
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— 4“ , ey? ] d h I h — ¢ . m glad that I chose 

| O57 =ECWWISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
2 eh Ne ‘ . 3 ; ' 3 3 

oo Me eo An engineering graduate of the University of Wisconsin, Frederick 

— SUC W. Werdermann began his utility career in 1945 as a Cadet En- 

RN VE % ea gineer at Wisconsin Electric Power Company. He has made steady 
Re bo po through the positions of Field Engineer, Special Engi y CT AS fe Ni ge progress throug! e positions of Fie ngineer, Special Engineer, 

Pe ee I BSS Bek ee, Technical Assistant to the Superintendent of Interurban Overhead, Pome ES yy P 
% oy ee and now to his present position as Assistant Superintendent of Elec- 
at SS — _ trical Construction. He says, “I’m glad I chose WEP Company. 

Mi 2 My career has been interesting and rewarding.” 

FREDERICK W. WERDERMANN 

r * THERE’S A PLACE FOR YOU IN OUR FUTURE! 

Many engineering graduates choose Wisconsin process of burning pulverized fuel, the first to in- 

Electric Power Company because of its reputation troduce radiant superheaters into their furnaces. 

for sound and steady progress . . . for its modern Engineering talents are needed in the varied fields 
and pioneering policies. For example, our power of our operations. Recognition of ability is assured 

plants have established world records for efficien- through an unique “management inventory” sys- 

cy. They were the first to develop and use the tem which has received industry-wide attention. 
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PLANNING — Engineers are needed to help plan and design the CONSTRUCTION — Engineers are needed to supervise the details 
generating, transmission and distribution facilities which serve the of a continuing construction program. The 1955 construction budget 
needs of more than half a million electric customers in Wisconsin for the Wisconsin Electric Power Company system amounted to 
and upper Michigan. more than 41 million dollars. 

pee f & Fide Bae! an a ee 

Lo : ae : a 2 od My 

S ~ ane e Seger ‘ iP “ = | Ye qa |e a 

von se ks og - Kooy _ 
ae, 1 : a : ee 

SALES -— Engineers are needed for many phases of the Company's ADMINISTRATION — Engineers are needed for many activities 
sales program. Openings are available in the field of industrial which provide an excellent training for advancement into adminis- 
sales .. . in the activities of lighting, heating, air conditioning and trative fields. Many of our executive positions are now held by en- 
commercial groups. gineering graduates. 

Write to our PERSONNEL SERVICES DEPT. for a copy of our Annual Report and other information 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 
231 West Michigan St., Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin 
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© the engineer who likes 

all to blaze new trails... 

BUMPY ROAD FOR HOT MOLECULES, iy 
an AiResearch development, helps lick heat problem hi 

in modern engineering. Dimples interrupt the Lf 

AiResearch is looking for your smooth flow of air in thin walled tubes, a c 
kind of engineer. permit more rapid exchange of hot and cold yy 

AiResearch is a key company molecules and step up cooling efficiency 26%. | f 

in the industrial future of Amer- 7, a 
ica. We are playing a vital part . fp if 
inthe great engineering advances iiss << lie. 
now taking place. - us ‘A a, 

The field of heat transfer is an iii oy. . : 

example. The advent of high- 4 1 go 7 es. 

speed, high-altitude aircraft has A ae Y 4 | 7 i! 
made heat control one of the 4 i , ys i 

most pressing present-day prob- a Ie iy Va 
lems. This promises to be even “ oe ies > ys . 
more acute when atomic energy ; le a he va i, 
becomes an industrial fact. iy (2 rd i es 
AiResearch is constantly devel- a a 4 ) aN A 
oping new methods of heat trans- 4 ) “ pe 
fer. But this is only one aspect of , , we picceinennaant y. 
our operation. We pioneered the 4 ff ] Div — 

field of small turbomachinery, 4 Me. ji 4 a ” 

pioneered aircraft air-condition- ly eae 

ing and pressurization systems, a ALA y 
developed many different types Ae 
of pneumatic and electronic ae / 
equipment, now manufacture aan 
more than 1000 different prod- NI 
ucts. We develop new solutions ae 
for industry as required. 

That’s why we need creative 
engineers... and appreciate Premium positions are now Write to Mr. Wayne Clifford, 
them. You who qualify for an open for mechanical engineers AiResearch Manufacturing 
AiResearch position will receive ...electrical engineers...physi- Company, 9851 S. Sepulveda 
stimulating assignments, utilize cists...specialists in engineering Blvd.,Los Angeles 45,California. 
some of the finest research facil- mechanics...specialists in aero- Indicate your preference as to 
ities in the country and be well dynamics...electronics engineers _ location either in Los Angeles 
rewarded financially. ...aeronautical engineers. or Phoenix. 

THE Gamer) CORPORATION 

AiResearch Manufacturing Divisions 
Los. Angeles 45, California « Phoenix, Arizona 

Designers and manufacturers of aircraft components: nerniceRaTion SYSTEMS + PNEUMATIC VALVES AND CONTROLS + TEMPERATURE CONTROLS 

CABIN AIR COMPRESSORS * TURBINE MOTORS * GAS TURBINE ENGINES + CABIN PRESSURE CONTROLS + HEAT TRANSFER EQUIPMENT + ELECTRO-MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND CONTROLS: 
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3 2% eo Science Highlights punishment by radiation, heat, and 
a | : corrosion in atomic power reactors. 
<a iy * (Continued from page 47) 
i —< a _ k facturer* of high Four metals playing the most 
Co te ’ | Fe nown manufa » igh- . . . 
a oo . : acturer” (0h Ns important role in atomic power re- 
a) See. A fidelity phonographs. " i i _, es. om Prior 1 Hes ker actor operation, are uranium, tho- | Bees a a rior to the electrostatic speaker rium, bervlli anit wh . 

ee. ee. A development, the manufacturer Ph SESS a Zirconlum. 
> +) Tagg Af | says this type of reproduction was Prenton and thorium are fuel ma- 

2% eee eS [oe ss attainable only in the most expen- terials, and beryllium is an excel- 
ee i eo t my * | sive types of high-frequency re- lent moderator. Reactor control is 
: vx Rey: f « 4 | producers. easiest when fission takes place at 

S Bede hah fa ® The small cylindrical speaker—  heat-producing energies rather 
i A rs ps PZ | designed for high-fidelity sound in than at the mgher radiant energies 

i aes Py ees ee ¢ : oe 
ag Y Von ol the 7,000 to 20,000 cycle range— such as produced by an atomic 

. Mee oe Foi replaces larger, heavier and more bomb. In an atomic reactor, the 

a e pa v4 ee FSG | expensive units. Many of these moderator is a material that slows 

i ey bce a a a a rae he not down the speed of atom-splitting 
A : : i emicient above ee cycles . neutrons to the desired heat- 

> 2 © ; ed Ho The sound originates on the half- : es 3 
—rt—sSC=B i oO . z ; Hai producing energies. Zirconium can 
a : ap ee mil metalized film, the vibrating ; . 
G > 6 hI A to slactrode OF th lindrical be used as a cladding material for oO et, s |. | electrode o e new cylindrica h a cae 

ee e 4 ia. speaker. It fits over a perforated the prevention of corrosion. 
Re - speaker. s a , 

‘6 a | 74 aluminum cylinder which is the A cladding acts as a container 

‘7 So a stationary electrode. “Mylar” is for the fuel element, It must be he Abe ad by | y y 
oe ce re | used in this application because it efficient at transferring heat, and Ge < a ee | PE & 
al i : is thin and strong and has high provide the fuel a corrosion- a So 8 pn FE 

J =< ‘ & dielectric strength. resistant seal against the surround- 
at * . oye :. . : . +, a . 
" NEN a4 OF In addition to its high dielectric ing cooling material. It also func- 

A in Maan Mm oo strength, even in the thinnest tions to prevent the escape of ra- 
al gp. J A _ gauges, “Mylar” is the strongest dioactive products into the coolant 

? . ei ges _ plastic film made—its tensile stream. 

: S&S Gy , : strength is 23,500 poun ds Der New alloys have been described 

™ = ies. ~~ i square inch. Since sound in the which are used to obtain efficient 
' y . << a » a electrostatic speaker is applied uni- heat transfer with a minimum of 

|. A ae i Ss formly to the entire surface of the other adverse effects, an important 
ae ee ayy oS diaphragm, the manufacturer says objective in the design of protec- 

“a y | Ds the film’s strength was an impor- — tive claddings for fuel elements. 

3 : oy, ye; | tant factor in its selection as a . . . 
: we Pl eee : a. the speaker One of the major problems in 

. £ — component part of the speaker. ‘ 
— : ? \ é _. | . “1 , reactor design is the matter of 

= ft 2. The ability of the polyester film 
os Ta y ” as Scaan enormous. stresses caused by the 

s a mo to take a metallic surface was man- ee ee 
. \k #7 ys . . . intense heat of nuclear fission. 
| se a datory in the design and is respon- 

a? oe . 2 + ye nate These stresses can separate a clad- 
| oa sible for the speaker’s high-fidelity . - . 

PS F4 a a. sound performance. it was re ding from the fuel element unless 
i= <a , E —— as Tan efficient bond can be achieved. 

. a ported. In older style speakers, . 
— : a ee . Improved bonds are being devel- 
| , =~ where sound waves are initiated in : . |. o : . oped by metallurgists working on 
 . a the voice coil at the center of the at § s 

se . atomic reactor problems. 
co P 4 paper cone, the sound reproduc- 

ee on : tion distorts at high frequencies. cee 

: : OM a | This occurs because the sound, be- 

eet —™\ 7 | ginning at the apex of the paper When you mention 2 by 4’s 
cone, 1s adversely affected by the most folks think of the 2 by 4 wood 

Wi WD cone’s own characteristics. studs used to frame the walls of 

| houses. That’s one of their most 
| 4s 2 

ee Cea] OF TTS | NEW” METALS FOR NUCLEAR popular uses, A more unusual use 

POWER REACTORS for 2 by 4’s is to skim slag from 
Progress in atomic power de- molten iron. A metal skimmer lh . pends upon the development of would melt, the lumbermen point P P i E 

metals able to withstand severe out. END 
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Dr. Ward Kuentzel and Dr. Edmund Field, co-inventors, observe operation of 

the new Magne-Dash autoclave in Standard Oil’s Whiting research laboratory. 

e e 

Orders for inventions taken here 

MoperN RESEARCH creates a need for brand- It has a magnetically operated agitator, and 

new types of equipment. In petroleum labora- no external moving parts. Leaks cannot occur. 

tories, mixing up some stuff in a beaker usually Research men now use freely the high pres- 

isn’t the answer. The research pioneer may sures that lead to new plastics and other new 

have to use high temperatures and high pres- products. 

sures. If he must stir his mixture, he has a Like many other inventions made by Stand- 

tough job. How can he prevent leakage past ard Oil scientists to solve our own problems, 

the shaft of the stirrer? the Magne-Dash is licensed for production and 

To meet this and other difficult situations, | sale by a maker of scientific equipment. 

Standard Oil has set up a “Special Devices The Special Devices Program is just one of 

Program”. A group of scientists creates the the creative activities at Standard Oil. Young 

apparatus needed to solve today’s problems. scientists find it stimulating to work in such 

An example is the Magne-Dash* autoclave. an atmosphere. 

*Manufactured under Standard Oil license by Autoclave Engineers, Inc., Erie, Pa. 

Standard Oil Company (stanparp 
910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 80, Illinois | 
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>. | Geneva Report 
S _ _ . (Continued from page 17) 

- . ee fuel element cans are made of 

| _—=—e >». stainless stee] rather than the usual 
iS _ : : Nios aluminum. But still the reactor uses 

: ya , : : just water as a coolant and pro- 
: : . . duces electricity at a cost compa- 

Ss oe rable to electric stations fuel by 
e LY coal. All countries indicated that 

: development of advanced water- 
: co cooled designs gave good prospects 

APPLICATIONS i of producing power at economic 

5 cost. 

a ao) now ny nb : Another important type of reac- 

: tor that was discussed at the ses- 

Flees o1tcr0 Ne ie sion is the class that uses liquid 

metal as a coolant. Two such sys- 
tems were revealed for the first 
time at the Geneva Conference. 
North American Aviation has a de- 

graduate student sign that uses liquid sodium cool- 

ant with graphite moderators. They 
summer employment found that a molten metal has a 

program for. oe better heat transfer capacity than 

Experimental Physicists Analytical Chemists water and also eliminates the need 
Nuclear Physicists Inorganic Chemists for the high pressures that a water 

eoretical Physicists Physical Chemists s00la equires . i 
Mathematicians Mechanical Engineers Cool nti requires. North American 
Metallurgical Engineers Electrical Engineers (Electronics) believes that such a reactor will be 

Summer employment opportunities at the flexible enough to not only produce 
Laboratory are open to approximately 100 power, but also to manufacture 
graduate students majoring in various physical fissionable plutonium fuel 
sciences, and undergraduates receiving their . 

degrees, next shane whe intend to continue The fast breeder liquid metal 
eir advance studies. ‘ + 

Dac! re als S e- 
The program provides for well-paid summer ree Hors were uso discussed in de 
work with renowned scientists in one of the tail. Believing that this type of 

nation ¢ most important and finest equipped reactor is the most advanced type, 

Summer employees will become familiar with the U. S. is op erating an ESDEr 
several phases of vital scientific research and mental model that is a true breeder, 
development activity related as closely as | i slectri . — possible to the individual's field of interest. Producing electiia ‘power: and ex 

his experience will enable students to appraise cess fuel. Several problems prevent 
the Coe of a possible career at the fast breeder type from being 

In addition to interesting work, employees economical commercially, however. 
will enjoy delightful daytime temperatures and The reactor is not self-regulating 

lanket-cool nights in a timbered, mountainous mies Up a = 
area, only 35 miles from historic old Santa Fe. and therefore an. elaborate safety 
Interested students should make immediate control system is needed. Coupled 
inquiry. Completed applications must be with this is a fuel paradox. In order 
received by the Laboratory not later than nel f h 
February 1, 1956, in order to allow time for to get maximum power from the 
naceneary f peo ty clearance. Applicants reactor, a high percentage of U-238 
must be ee ea bo: is necessary, while at the same time 

Department of Scientific Personnel good breeding performance re 
quires that a low percentage of 
U-238 be used. A third problem is 

) the intense radiation that takes 
. ape place at the fuel element level. It 

scientific laboratory causes the properties of the pluto- 
OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA nium fuel to change so that it no 

LOS ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO longer both produces power and 

| breeds new fuel. This means that 

| (Continued on page 56) 
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NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLD 

_. , ee 

SS —ae Soe 
_. .rr—~—t a aa 
bs s. ‘| a! fs ea a7 eel & 7 ap oe 6 ad ee 

|. . a 
© Ff . — : 

D ‘| At North American — 

_ DIVERSITY CREATES OPPORTUNITY 
. / Z oe Graduates, undergraduates — A North American representative will be 

cS 8 | on your campus soon. He will give you complete details on the hundreds 

i ag 2 <BR ca of openings these expanding fields create: Arrcrarr: the Korea-famed 

bon a od Se F-86 Sasre Jet, the record-smashing F-100 Super Sasre, and Airborne 

lice ace . a Vehicles of the Future. Guipep Missites: the SM-64 Navauo Interconti- 
Pt ape 4 
OO ME el | nental Guided Missile. ELectro-Mrcuanicat Contro.s: fire controls, 

ae | | | 
Be bo automatic navigation systems, flight control computers — for aircraft and 

ia missiles. Encines: lightweight, high-thrust rocket engines for the Navano 

a and for other missile programs. Atomic ENeErGy: the development of 

Lo nuclear reactors for research, medicine and power. 

Pr - _ North American engineers work in top-level teams, share in a liberal 

wey — a : Patent Award Program, a highly successful Suggestion Award Plan and 
Sle od fas 1 

ae sea - — many other unexcelled job benefits. 
See eo 

it we vA see i See the North American Representative at your school...or write: 

ale Peed te | Mr. Stevenson, Dept. 56-CM Mr. Kimbark, Dept.9120-CM Mr. Pappin, Dept. 56-CM 
ee. ~~ 4 Engineer Personnel Office Engineer Personnel Office Engineer Personnel Office 

oe 4 <<. ~ North American Aviation North American’s Missile & North American’s 
a 2 te po Los Angeles 45, California Control Departments Columbus Division 

pe HE ve . Downey, California Columbus 16, Ohio 
ae Gd: a 

Ags ENGINEERING AHEAD FOR A BETTER TOMORROW 

- = Norrs American Aviation, inc. 
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Geneva Report St. Lawrence Waterway 
(Continued from page 54) (Continued from page 23) 

expensive fuel repurifying must continually go on. But The seaway is economically sound because an in- 
in spite of these drawbacks, the Geneva delegates con- Tease in navigation from 10-million tons to 44.5-million 

cluded that the fast breeder liquid metal reactor will tons annually, forecast by the Canadian SHEMEYs would 

have a definite place in the commercial power field. result in shipping savings estimated at $50-million 
annually, Annual costs, estimated by the Corps of 

Thus these three sessions — reactors and_ physics, Engineers and the Canadian Authorities, amount to 

chemistry and metallurgy, and biology and radio- — §14.5-million. Curtis Hatch, Madison president of the 
isotopes, become the meeting place for some of the Farm Bureau Federation stated that “... 6 to 8¢ a 
best minds in the world. And the full discussion of bushel on grain transportation would be saved.” It is 
all of the developments mentioned here, will soon be — estimated that 6 to $20 per ton will be saved in moving 

published by the U.N., perhaps becoming available cars and farm equipment to European ports via the 

carly in 1956. These publications are expected to be- seaway. The Army engineers estimate the cost of the 
come standard reference works in the atomic energy Thousand Island section at $17.5 million and the Inter- 

field. But aside from its scientific value, the Geneva ational Rapids section at $86.5 million. Our govern- 

Conference managed to highlight the tremendous im- iene has appropriated $105 million to the St. Lawrence 

rtance that nuclear energy should have for the Seaway Development Corporation in the form of out- 
Dortance tha : ®) : standing revenue bonds. In order to insure payments 
future. Even as the Geneva delegates were speaking, Pcmnn ee amas . . . 

. oo of costs of maintenance, operation and interest charges 
several nuclear power stations were already delivering el] as to provide for amortization of the investment 

power to homes and industries. At West Milton, N. Y., fo, not more than 50 years, the law provides for the 

the General Electric Company has built a prototype negotiation of an agreement between the United States 

reactor of the type used in the submarine USS Sea- and Canada establishing toll rates. The Committee on 

wolf. This reactor, housed in a 225-foot sphere, pro- Public Works noted that with the passage annually of 
vides power for both test equipment and a turbine- 44.5 million tons a toll rate of 32.5 cents per ton would 

generator that sends 10,000 kilowatts of electric power pay all total average annual carrying charges. The 

to the surrounding community. This reactor is of the committee, therefore, feels that self-liquidation of the 
familiar uranium type that uses liquid sodium to trans- project is assured. 

fer heat from the fuel elements to a heat exchanger. American cities are answering the call for adequate 
And the heat exchanger in turn produces the steam for Dott facilities to meet the flood of trade from abroad. 
the turbine-generator. Milwaukee is spending $4.7-million to replace dock 

. cranes, expand harbor railroad facilities, dredge the 
Of more advanced design is the 180,000 kilowatt Guter harbor slips to 27 ft. and build a new pier and 

boiling water reactor that is being built on the Illinois cargo terminal. Chicago is undertaking a ten year 

waterway, near Chicago. This reactor, using a new $195 million program which includes new transit sheds, 
dual-cycle principal, generates steam immediately at grain elevators, light cranes and docks. Detroit expects 

the core level, eliminating the need for heat exchangers a 100% trade increase within one year, because of the 

like those used at West Milton. The plant is to be Seaway, and is planning a $500-million highway bond 
owned and operated by Commonwealth Edison Com- issue to aid the port development. Cleveland would 
pany and promises to produce electric power at a cost like federal aid in building a proposed six and a half 

comparable to plants using coal as a power generator. mile breakwall costing $15-million and enclosing a $30- 
It will supply the Commonwealth system of Chicago nillion highway to and from the harbor. A $300-mil- 

and Northern Illinois. lion, 103 miles long conveyor from Cleveland to East 
Clearly, nuclear generated power is no longer in the — Liverpool is the center of controversy. The belt would 

strictly experimental stage. The Geneva Conference carry ore from Cleveland to East Liverpool and coal 
supports the conclusion that countries all over the on return. Buffalo is going to spend $5.5 million in antic- 
world are looking to the atom for commercially feasible _ipation of the tremendous ore traffic to her docks. The 
electric power, and getting it. Their parallel concern first ore from the new Canadian deposits left Seven 
with the medical and biological aspects of the atom’s Islands July 31. Of the 1.7-million tons moved almost 
radiation prove that the world expects to live in a 70,000 tons went to Buffalo. These are just a few of 
future where nuclear occupations will be common- the preparations for the seaway across. Our Heart- 
place. And the engineering and scientific progress land, which extends from the wheat fields of Nebraska 
revealed at Geneva is the best proof to date that this to the factories of Ohio and Pennsylvania, can be felt 
atomic future is close at hand. END _ the quickened beat of readiness. END 
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|_| A CAREER WITH. 
Here’s what |_| GENERAL MOTORS See 

4 / Delco Products 2 

happens when 9 | eer uancey i be 
bo ~— 5. fo a” CCC ey 

L : 2 — i c/s yo L if 

with yA Fil A ew. FAM 73) Be D ce.0OUté<CSNC 
oe a vot te fF 

oe SP cist Cn as 

1 When you take a job with Delco 2 You enter into a well-organized 

Products, you start a career with training program—a program spe- 
General Motors—with a division cifically designed to take full ad- 

known throughout the world as a vantage of your particular interests 

leading manufacturer of electric and abilities. You don’t just ‘‘go 

motors, hydraulic shock absorbers, back to school.” Instead, you learn 
and many other products. by doing, with top-flight supervision. 

~~ a eee eee aE eer 
oe NF Sree CSC ee 

i Seem hlCU LO 9) i MOTOR and GENERATOR) 
A Lem rN yo | 

NC ey |, wy Lo _ ee 

2S e 1) BM | CUR (iy | 

2 Oe <y ei c/a. Me {x | 

ba Ps i Te Las ys oe , Clu 

3 As a trainee you get into every 4 Training completed, you'll be 5 With Delco’s policy of promo- 
conceivable phase of Delco’s engi- given a specific departmental as- tion from within, your opportunities 
neering operations — engineering signment. Progress can be made in for advancement are virtually un- 
laboratory, plant engineering, draft- product development, technical limited. Not every trainee becomes 
ing, sales, processing, standards, staff operations, sales, or in manu- a supervisor, but some go much 
quality control. Additional assign- facturing supervision—according to farther. Many General Motors top 
ments are often made in related your interests and capacity for executives today are ‘‘graduates”’ of 
departments for broader experience. future development. Delco Products Division. 

If this opportunity interests you, sign up for the GM interview ~~ 7 DELCO 
on your campus and ask for referral to Delco Products. For a “4 
booklet detailing Delco’s engineering activities, write to: O/ 5 ] PRODUCTS 

E, J. Bentley, Supervisor, Graduate Training =. , env] Division 
Delco Products Division, GMC (  /f,/ k Nf Sereral Mores 
Dayton 1, Ohio CN fo AE aN Dayton, Ohio 
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Fach Lhe ag 

Popular Choice of Student 
It’s no accident that so many graduating engineers have selected CONVAIR- 

FORT WORTH as the most attractive place for starting their professional careers. 

Young engineers with imagination and ambition have unlimited opportuni- 

ties with CONVAIR. Broad diversification of projects provide opportunities in 

numerous fields of specialization. Working in ideal, air-conditioned surroundings 

and with advancement based on merit, you are enabled to make full use of your 

individual talents. 

Life is good in Fort Worth— where the year-around climate is conducive to 
outdoor living and recreation —and there are excellent schedules of athletic 

events, musical and theatrical presentations, ice arena, large lakes, etc. CONVAIR’S 
in-plant program enables candidates to earn graduate engineering degrees. 

Write now for information about CONVAIR’S interest in Engineering graduates. 

| Address 

Ty H. A. BODLEY 

I CONVAIR Engineering Personnel Dept. 

FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

ior lB SY 
© G 

Wet CBSA A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION 

> °. FORT WORTH, TEXAS 

An enlarged reprint of the above cut-out silhouette, suitable for framing 
or pinning up, will be sent free to any engineering student on request. 

a ST OT ET TMT ETAT 
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(A message from |BM—where progress is enginzered) 

One of the best growth opportunities for a young engineer today 

lies in the new and rapidly expanding field of digital computer de- 

velopment and design. 

The rapid progress which electronic giants have achieved in busi- 

ness, science, and government is dwarfed by their potential. Fulfill- 

ment of this potential offers unusual challenge to an engineer's 

ingenuity, 

. i rs v i Sere td RNET Ths cack) wy Ze & ) TMS SEs) es Rememecararsy P eer ed ae conta gd RR ek a ane | storerone ay iy een aan a 
ieee Wy tet hae aaj es Bo I ee ie |e oe See 
2 © ee eee ee oe Fae || eae se Se Has uae Sao ater eas a £17 ae f 
eaeeeeceees = sae rr” Freecom ee Ie Ie ed ae °h eae Ape 4 eS See PN De eal — | ay # ‘ 

Sereecersree = S58 ie eee De ince ia " fi ye | 
—— ss SS Se ee 1 ee ee x 

ee ee ee me) ‘ ae «NATE oo ens = SM Ss a yas NE oni Se a oe i Bs a a het : en ae 
So 8 Be ae ene Seer ey Ef ” P| oe Go EY ee of eS S87 c Smee | £1) >, ho i aa 
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Le SS eis —-  * =F ‘ud e x 
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Young engineers have made substantial contributions to IBM’s rec- 

ognized leadership in computer development and design. For exam- 

ple, the average age of the engineering team which built the famous 

701 computer was only 28! Young IBM engineers also play impor- 

tant roles in solid state materials research and in the development 

of advanced computer components. 

At IBM, engineers enjoy a climate which encourages achievement— 

eminent associates, advanced facilities, creative freedom. Out of this 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION about IBM climate has grown a tradition of engineering excellence. 

make an appointment through Should you choose computer engineering as a career, what more 
your college placement office . logical place to start than with the leader? At IBM, you will have 

to see our campus representative, : “ . 
or write to W. M. Hoyt, unrestricted professional opportunity. 

IBM, 590 Madison Avenue, 
New York 22, N. Y. 

| Producer of electronic 

data processing machines, 

electric typewriters, and 

® electronic time equipment. 
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three satellites were to be placed at 2200 miles altitude. Progress . . . Spaceward mee 
og ess ‘ucil Sp c they would circle the earth with the same velocity as 

(Continued from: page 13) the surface velocity of the earth. Each such satellite 

tures, humidity. air composition, electron and ion den- would then appear to remain permanently fixed in 

sities, cosmic radiation, ultraviolet radiation, and wind — space over a given point on the earth. The three satel- 
velocities. Since the size and weight of this satellite lites would be able to contact all points on earth by 
are to be severely restricted, telemetering devices will television or ultra-high frequency radio, thus providing 

be used in conjunction with specially designed, minia- full and continuous radio and television coverage of 
turized instruments. Telemetering is a process by which — earth as shown in Figure 6. 

samples of each instrument reading are converted to Other special satellites could be constructed for as- 

electrical signals, the signals being used to modulate — tronomical research, meteorological research, re-fuelling 
a radio frequency carrier wave which is then trans- — stops for rockets, and so on. It might be pointed out 
mitted to receiving apparatus on the ground. The — that a space station is not well suited for national 
receivers are expected to be distributed at selected defense purposes because of its vulnerability to 

points around the world so that a continuous record of — guided missiles from the ground. 

the sampled instrument readings will be obtained. All The first satellite may then be expected to fulfill a 

previous, high-altitude instrument readings have been role in the pioneering of space travel similar to that 

more or less random, being obtained from rockets or played by the Wright brothers’ first airplane in the 
balloons, The satellite will thus provide the first really science of aviation. If present plans, whereby all na- 

ee and cCCuNatS data pertaining to a particular tions of the world are invited to share in the satellite 
righ altitude. It is hoped that the data so obtained project, are carried through successfully, the project 

will provide a means for checking the theoretical data \yi1] establish a political as well as a scientific milestone. 
now existent, as well as promoting new theoretical END 

lines of thought. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The next satellite will then be constructed on the — J, Gordon Vaeth, “200 Miles Up”, Ronald Press Co., New York 

basis of the new and accurate data. Probably the next 1951. 

step will be to place a satellite at distance of 1000 Arthur C. Clarke, “The Exploration of Space”, Temple Press 

miles from the earth’s surface where similar data will ae “eal i Altitude ‘Rock oe ge 
be taken. Eventually, the unmanned satellites may be BiG. Lea, “Guide to High <Altitude, Bocket: Design ...AAviation 

oa . . Week, 28 Dec. 1953. 
expected to provide enough information on the nature © 5, Millikan, “Design Trends, Guided Missiles”, Aeronautical 
of space to allow building larger, manned satellites Eng., Dec. 1953. 
placed in especially valuable orbits. If, for example, W. E. Moekel, NACA-Tech. Note 3140, Feb. 1954, 
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Engineering is more than a department at 
i. may . 

the Timken Company—it’s everything! a 
9g e e 

That’s why we offer such a promising 
e 

future for graduate engineers 

FY companies can offer engi- turing control; bearing application _a// American industry is an impor- 
neering and metallurgy gradu- engineering for aircraft, automo- tant reason why technically trained 

ates such a wide variety of oppor- __ tive, agricultural, railroad, indus- _ graudates like being on the Timken 

tunities as you will find within the _ trial, and other fields; rock bit dee | Company team. 
Timken Company. And wearecon- sign, forging, and heat treatment; . 

stantly seeking college graduates _and sales engineering, covering de- RECORD OF The Timken Com- 
ene : PIONEERING, pany was founded 

who have specialized in these fields | velopment work in every market PROGRESS pany ‘ 

because every phase of our manu- _— where Timken bearings, steel, and 56 years ago. Since y Pp anu: ZS, % . 

facturing, research, and marketing _rock bits are used or have a potential. then, it has grown to become the 
requires advanced technical skills Another especially important part world’s largest manufacturer of 
and training. . . . " tapered roller bearings and remov- 

of engineering work at the Timken able rock bits, and a foremost pro- 

PROMOTIONS There is an unusual Company is the design of plants ducer of fine alloy steel bars, billets 
MADE FROM opportunity for you and specialized equipment for mak- and seamless steel tubing. Our 

WITHIN to advance inthe ing Timken Company products unique combination of experience 
Timken Company. This is high- better and faster. An outstanding and research has built an enviable rep- 
lighted by the fact that one hundred example is our revolutionary new, —_utation for solving difficult problems 
percent of the men in executive and completely automatic bearing plant for our customers. By constantly 
supervisory positions, including the — 8OW 17 Operation in Bucyrus, Ohio. expanding and strengthening 
president of the company, have our technical staff with aggressive 
risen from the ranks. And most of | SOLVEPROBLEMS You can be as- and imaginative young engineers 
these key men are graduate engi- FOR ALL sured of an in- and metallurgists, we intend to 

i INDUSTRY teresting and : : 5 neers or metallurgists. . . : 8 continue our record of pioneering 
. stimulating career with the Timken and progress. And if you possess 

MANY FINE The Timken Company because of the diversity the abilities and qualities we need, 

eppontuninies Company offersa of applications into which our we'll be happy to have you share in 

splendid oppor- products go. Every industry is a that progress. 

tunity to every graduate in one of user of these products. That means 

the many specialized spheres of the that Timken Company engineers SEND FOR For more detailed 

company’s operation. These in- and metallurgists are constantly in- MORE information about 

clude research and development in _ volved in solving problems and de- INFORMATION The Timken Roller 

tapered roller bearings, alloy steel, signing for new applications in Bearing Company, its training pro- 

and rock bits; production of fine fields far removed from their own gram, and the career opportunities 

alloy steel; metallurgical testing, drafting table or laboratory bench. for you, write to the college rela- 

quality control, and technical serv- | We believe that this opportunity to _ tions manager for your free copy 

ice; bearing design and manufac- play a part in the advancement of _ of the booklet, “This Is Timken”. 

The Timken Roller Bearing Company 
Canton 6, Ohio 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS * ALLOY STEEL & SEAMLESS TUBING * REMOVABLE ROCK BITS 
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So You Think Yow’ O ou in ou re cay 
{ | } 

SMART! ke ° é 7”. y f 

by Sneedly, bs’60 i 

Y 

Only four more years of school left for poor Sneedly 
now that it is 1956. As a result of this climactic situa- 

tion Sneedly made some New Year’s resolutions which 

should impress the readers of this column to no end. 

No more studying during Spring Vacations and no more 

four points are to be seen on Sneedly’s transcript. 
Furthermore, to show bigger and better things, more 

problems and less gibberish are to appear in the Using six shots, how can you score 100 shooting at 
column. Of course, the latter was by request to ensure the target shown? 

fie Engineer x finer awd sommes Desig; qualify. Last month, Sneedly’s problems were rather involved 
Although final exams are here and the main obstacles and tricky. The minimum number of sets that could 

at the present time, Sneedly is offering some problems jaye been played to decide the tennis tournament was 
to you which will help you in that last “big push.” 15 totaling 90 games for the winners. If you will refer 

For the enginecr taking his first university mathe- to last month’s column you will find that Sneedly’s 

matics exam Sneedly offers this problem to you: notes show the winners actually took 97 games (4). 

Recently, one of Wisconsin’s wealthier alumni Actually, one extra set was played in the first round 

donated a lot in the most valuable part of Miami, (3), leaving one game to be accounted for. One set in 

Florida to the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer. The lot the whole tournament must have reached five all and 
is triangular in shape, the largest side of which is 101 | then was won 7-5. 
rods long. The other two sides of the triangle are 51.5 Haverson lost his first match 6-4 and 7-5 (7). Jones 

rods long and 49.5 rods long. What is the area of this reached the finals where he lost (8). Since he won the 

triangle? Anyone submitting the correct area of this only 7-5 set his first round opponent was Haverson. 

triangle gets the deed to this property. Other first round pairings were Cromwell vs. Oliver 

For review in Algebra Sneedly passes on to you this (5), and Ryan vs. Wyconowitz (9). The remaining 

nutty problem. two entrants must have been paired: McCarthy vs 

Five men and a monkey were marooned on an island Charles. 
in the Pacific. Since coconuts were the only things The winners is the first round were McCarthy (3), 

which grew upon this island the men and the monkey Jones (8), Wyconowitz and Oliver (6). In the second 
were dependent upon these nuts for their livelihood. round Wyconowitz did not meet McCarthy (1) nor 
The first day they were there the men spent gathering did he meet Jones for Jones vs. Haverson and Wycono- 
the coconuts. Men being what they are, however, not witz vs. Ryan were in different halves of the original 

one of them trusted any of the other four. So during bracket (2). Therefore, Wyconowitz met Oliver and 
the night, to make sure each received his share each McCarthy met Jones. The winners were Oliver (6) and 

one stole out and got his share. Each man divided the Jones (8). Oliver won the final from Jones 6-4, 6-4, 6-4. 

pile of nuts he found into five equal parts and hid his The unnameable compound is a ferrous wheel! The 

share. In every case, there was one extra coconut which ring was saturated and each carbon has four bands. 

was given to the monkey. On the following day, the — Since only two of these bands are free to latch on to 

men met and divided the remaining pile into five the iron the Fe must be ferrous. This makes the ring 

exactly equal piles. How many coconuts were in the a ferrous wheel. 

original pile? The chemical reaction started at a quarter to nine 
Sneedly wants all you ROTC men to come through and lasted 64 minutes 20 seconds. 

with an “A” so he will speak to the c.o. personally for As a last review for those English finals you can 
all you who submit the correct solution of this problem check Sneedly’s column for errors the rewriter misses! 

to him. END 
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button ? 

Today at Martin, one of the finest engineering 

teams in the whole new world of flight systems de- 

velopment is at work on tomorrow’s design and 

development problems. 

Most of the people on that team are young—and 

moving ahead fast with a dynamic and fast-moving 

management, 

Push any button and you can get the story of 

some cf the exciting things that are happening 

there. 

Contact your placement officer or J. M. Hollyday, 

The Martin Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland. 

BA lL TI NI OR LH 
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.-.-more than a week-end problem! 

America’s millions of Saturday night shortages, is a continuing and crucial 

baths. Drop in the bucket compared to the problem. 

billions of gallons of water used daily in Cast iron pipe... the dependable, long- 

homes and industries. lived pipe ...is used for water mains by 

That’s why college men who elect the practically every city in America—large or 

challenging field of Sanitary Engineering small. In over 70 American public utilities 

have important work ahead. Supplying and cast iron pipe has served for a century or 

distributing enough water to meet ever- more. No other pipe has served so long... 

increasing demands in the face of world and so well. 

CAST IRON PIPE RESEARCH ASSOCIATION 

Thos. F. Wolfe, Managing Director, 122 So. Michigan Avenue, Chicago 3, Ill. 

® 

CAST IRON PIPE 25°: ILE I & CENTURIES 
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Pees _ ee ns ry Precision, high-speed winding 

ce _ oe equipment for IRC elemehts 

i IRC WINDING SKILL OFFERS 
0 : =, | 

a le oS 
| REALISTIC SAVINGS TO INDUSTRY 

= BASIC: TECHNIQUE = UW OO 

Wire element is uniformly and ‘ . * ‘ 
1) Aightlyiwolind-on’aningullad’ 48 °° * another reason why engineers specify IRC Resistors 

5 core. Axial leads or other termi- | 

___ hations are secured toelement =| = Savings in the initial cost and assembly of component 
| by automatic machinery. Insu- t . . . 3 

lated housing may be used or _ parts are an increasingly important factor to electronic 

Pee pinitied. _ engineers. That’s why they depend upon IRC for their 

| SPECIFIC EXAMPLES . resistor requirements. IRC’s mastery cf winding wire 

| _ elements—dating back more than 25 years—today pro- 

| 2 Tike Type AW wire Wound Reatétors vides a wide variety of unique units that offer realistic 

ae ee pas) ——— possibilities for savings. 

i IRC Type BW Insulated Wire Wound Resistors : For inquiries concerning engineering posi- 
i Have tions, write to Engineering Employment. 

——_|—— 10} _. INTERNATIONAL 
IRC 4-watt Insulated Power Wire Wounds R E S | S T A N C E C 0 

co GO § ‘ 

“7 IRC 340 PW 7-7W 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 

2000 10% _—— Uthanever the Carat Saye vv tn Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 

IRC 7 and 10 watt Power Wire Wounds * a 
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I. R. Drops, I 

A faith healer ran into his old friend Max and asked An Idaho potato married a Long Island potato. Pretty 
how things were going. soon they had a little sweet potato, and when the little 

“Not so good,” was the pained reply. “My brother sweet potato grew up it said: “I want to marry Lowell 

is very sick.” Thomas.” 

“You brother isn’t sick,” contradicted the faith healer, And said Mama: “You can’t marry Lowell Thomas. 
“he only thinks he’s sick. Remember that he only thinks He’s a commentator. . 

te undead, 8 2 
he’s sick. . 

Two months later they met again and the faith healer Apparently there are some who take a more sprightly 
asked Max, “How’s your brother now?” view of death and the hereafter than most people do. 

ud » * aw : » # For example, here’s a line from a recent obituary notice Worse,” groaned Max, “he thinks he’s dead. Z 
8 in the “Dublin Evening Mail.” After the describing the 

e 2 0 impressive rites, the notice wound up: “Patrick Mc- 
. . - « oo, Govern slipped at the graveside and broke his leg. This 

Overheard in the Engineer office: “The editor just accident cast a gloom over the whole proceedings.” 
hung himself!” 

. *. » = S “Omigosh! Have you cut him down? ° 
“Heck no, he isn’t dead yet.” Pre-Med Student: “You girls wouldn't care to go with 

see us, would you?” 

Arts Student: “Would you girls care to go with us?” 
A little old lady riding on the train was passing the Badger Engineer: “Where do we go, you lucky girls?” 

time by working a crossword puzzle. Turning to the ewe 

man beside her, she asked: “I wonder if you would help 
me with my puzzle?” When you put on your cute rayon scanties 

8 u4 @ , e ectri ies? 
“LT might,” he replied, “what’s the matter? » they crackle ectrical chanties? 

“Well,” the lady said, “all I need is a four letter word one WOERY2 My Seats 
Socams utes 8 a 5 : : The reason is clear, 

ending in i-t, and it says here it’s something found in Ieetist that you have aiaps in Four panties 
the bottom of a bird cage, and that the governor is - ¥ B One Laie: 
full of it.” eee 
“Hmmmm,” said the man, “that must be grit.” Television: An improvement over radio. Now you 

“So it is,” exclaimed the little lady, “do you have a Cannot only hear static, but you can see it too. 
pencil with an eraser?” Love: A lot of dame foolishness. 

eae 
vee 

Yesterday some anonymous fool called me and told 
[ also listened to a temperance lecturer. (That’s when me it was a long distance from New York. 

I was on the wagon.) He asked the audience this ques- What did she think I was—a fool. I knew that already. 
tion, “Now supposing I had a pail of water and a pail cee 
of beer on this platform, and then brought in a donkey; “an. . - 

which of the two would he take?” Ed: ‘Give mie a cigarette, Joe. os 
“He'd take the water,” came a voice from the gallery. Joe: I thought you had quit smoking. ; on 
“And why would the donkey take the water?” asked Ed: “Well, I got to the first stage, I've quit buying. 

the lecturer. a a 8 

“Because he’s an ass,” came back the reply. “Why does Gale let all the boys kiss her?” 

I immediately saw the logic in the statement and I’ve “She once slapped a C.E. who was chewing tobacco.” 
been off the wagon ever since. END 
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TOMORROW: You dictate! The machine types and hustles your letters to the mail. Electronics does it all. 

Think of dashing through your correspondence with this imaginary 

scribe! It converts your voice into electronic impulses which type, 

micro-record, fold, insert, seal, address and stamp letters almost 

iz \ | { ——_—— as fast as you can dictate! 

al MEG Ss _ It's just a notion now! But when some foresighted engineer works it 

- a - A p= out, you can bet New Departure will be called in to design the right 

aan 4 | TONS ball bearings to keep these intricate parts working smoothly. _ : | = g Pp P g y 
1 s . . . . 

| ( { iyo “ New Departure works with engineers right from the planning stage 

! — a ( to develop the exact bearing for even the newest departure in design. 
: L im | 

” NEW DEPARTURE ¢ DIVISIO! GENERAL MO’ ° ISTOL, CONNECTICUT | < re Al IN OF GENERAL MOTORS. BRI: L, U 

ap > 

Serf en S 
[ @: ots Y\ 

/ Z 
TODAY: In dictating instruments, New Departure ff} TODAY: dicipe armen, Neve 6 NEW?) DEPARTURE 
and operating efficiency. They hold moving parts in 
alignment—reduce wear—require no upkeep. SS) Y) BALL BEARINGS 

ys / 

NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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re Hughes-equipped T-29 “flying 
x laboratory’’ for systems evaluation. 

1 
1 
' 
t s i . 5 Flight evaluation of advanced | interceptor electronic system uses unique approach. 1 

t 
i 

T-29 | 

ee ” ee eee ee a TS Pe oe 
rt 

INTERCEPTOR |= Zs er 
HE DEVELOPMENT OF AIRBORNE a, Se lO —F LL 3 Vi us SS ee oO ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS REQUIRES | at mo A? oe rststi‘“‘CSCWS THOROUGH FLIGHT EVALUATION OF ! A 57 oT Url ae 

BREADBOARD AND PROTOTYPE EQUIPMENT | ay he 2A eo Y~ . — sg PRIOR TO FINAL DESIGN. AT HUGHES, ae el MANS (_—— ee a SYSTEMS FOR INTERCEPTORS ARE FIRST ! | i a on a Sl 4 : 7 TESTED IN “FLYING LABORATORIES" IN bh | fh Ml | A eke eo Wh ON a ts) WHICH THE EQUIPMENT IS READILY | Lh .. eg > ne ay, \, . : | ACCESSIBLE TO SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS | same aie co) = cf 
| hae wm” 4G Ue a — ‘ a ‘me / ae . a s oF ; 3 . iP gae ‘ ja te ee den “ ye One interesting problem recently confront 1 ‘Goo a | | ci oe so ing Hughes engineers was that of evaluating (oie i ee ‘ee. -— the requirements imposed upon the pilot of ‘ie i ee et ahigh-specd one-man interceptor. This arose ‘Ape aS a  rt—S—sS in the development of a new integrated elec= US eS IN <y. « ‘ 7 tronic system to control several phases of an me ee , SS gy oe all-weather interceptor’s flight. Because of 1 ee a Se the great importance of providing the pilot ‘je van 3 qe with the optimum design and arrangement ‘i "  \ie enc <ey of displays and controls, it became necessary, ia... ne _ > > ‘lot’ oo ri i /-_ to determine accurately the pilot’s work load ' F : . > 3 f{ during flight, and the human factors that ! a Lo i affect his ability to carry out his task. i 7 So a The solution was to install a complete t -— é ae 06—0™”m”tC<CS NC mock-up of the actual interceptor cockpit in { sat is es So a large T-29 aircraft in which a breadboard 1 

model of the system was being tested. From 1 a 
this cockpit a test pilot can simultaneously i I SYSTEMS ENGINEERS operate the electronic system and fly the 1 t . . : basic i T-29, performing all the functions of an in I t Required are engineers with a basic interest terceptor pilot. Systems test engincers and 1 be t in the system concept, who have the ability psychologists analyze his problems and his i ; to develop new evaluation lerhniques and performance, and adapt the cockpit design 1 1 conduct highly controlled tests. They shoul to the natural abilities of the human pilot. ! 1 be able to resolve complex circuitry prob- The result will be a much better “fit” of pilot Jems, and have sufficient Tesourcefulness and and clectronic system prior to final flight : follow-through forcarry a difficult program testing in the tactical interceptor. hy : to its ultimate goal. 

‘ , : 

fo Convair F-102 
' i 1 all-weather interceptor, 
i fo - | | Hughes-equipped. 

ar moral ee 

\ a 
PC! 550503) 4 ' Ce le pI Scientific Staff Relations 1 ‘jae ot t | 4 1 1 ; <, im | | _ HUGHES 

1 | er I 
La__y Pwonall RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES 

Culver City, Los Angeles County, California n 1g 
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PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No, 18 in a Kodak series 

What's thei di ing? ats their Credit rati 2 é ‘ea 
~~ . ng rs 

fim Ok iad 
With Photography and Air Mail C ‘ nd 
working together, the Credit si |. ‘ 4 : 

Clearing House of Dun & ‘ a \,. SF ele 

Bradstreet, Inc., speeds vast i Hors HO = AL a ow 

quantities of information across CANDY ¢ J ht vty , es 

the country overnight. _\ Lo 2 11U) r 1H. 

: 4 Drinks _ i 
4 wa ees ee Yin sana Alea 

i ey a __ _ om we 
le mo — p. lay 1 | in es ) ee 
—r— oo Ll fe fe 2 DC rti“<Cié—SSCO 

rr — ££ |i ae eS hrs , eC” 

i i A ees, | 4 | ol 

—— we ~~ | = | A Southern wholesale confectioner had re- be 

Sa si was a first order, and when the credit manager : 
didn’t find the name listed in the Reference 
Book, he phoned the Dun & Bradstreet office 

for a report on the venture. 

Even if Dun & Bradstreet reporters photographed every The reporter assigned to the case located 
business they investigate, it would not be among the the concern on a dirt road, and he took a snap- 

bi st SBS GE BHI . ah hits: £2 S edit oreani shot of the premises and its busy proprietors 
iggest uses of photography this famous credit organi- which inspired this illustration. He inter- 

zation employs. viewed the owners and wrote a report which 

One most important way makes last-minute credit in- was forwarded to the wholesaler. 
formation in the apparel trades available thoughout the It informed him that the aes Pe 

= . —— i ata « alercte? font one operated as a partnership by two neighbors 
country overnight. Current data and analysts opinions who were both “eleven years of age and un- 
on more than 150,000 apparel retailers are microfilmed, married” —also that “although the owners are 
transferred to micro-cards and flown daily to Credit men of limited means, they have a high stand- 

Clearing offices. ing in their community.” The financial state- 
It’s Las Se 1 é ah eh wad Th dake ment indicated assets of $13.25 in merchandise 

= ts anot ner exaTn Py e of photography anc ECOr ¢ a and cash, with a valuation of $35.00 for the 
microfilming saving time and money. They are working building consisting of a remodeled turkey coop. 
for railroads, banks, oil companies and countless other The partners were reported as experienced 

businesses and industries both large and small. with a five-year record of selling lemonade 
Béhind thei: hotoeranhio reduces bacomine i and cookies with their home pantries as the 

emne ng Ten PAOtOeTa pe PIO UC S PSCOuUne te principal sources of supply. There was no in- 

creasingly valuable today and those being planned for debtedness as their mothers’ terms were 
tomorrow lie intriguing and challenging opportunities at strictly C.O.D. The wholesaler took a more 

Kodak in research, development, design and production. liberal attitude and shipped on regular terms. 
ot ; in th vgswgnipitoos Tix coat The bill was paid in ten days, 

If you are interested in these opportunities in science and the wholesaler opened Om. 

and engineering—whether you are a recent graduate or an account in his ledger y 
a qualified returning serviceman, write to the Business for the “Horsie Hollow A. 

and Technical Personnel Department. Candy Shop. NK / q / : 

Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester 4, N. Y. _ |
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mm, ¢ . : ° ° ieee asl . Challenging careers in G-E Sales Engineering _— 

sw Apply engineering backgrounds to solve =. 4 
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.. 
oe CUStTOMers eleCtrical apparatus neeis — | 

; To develop your technical background into the OT FEFSLLL_L_—_ ee | 
customer-contact career most suited to your inter- 4 MAIL COUPON FOR FULL INFORMATION oo 
ests and aptitudes, investigate General Electric’s | yg ¢ Mottin oe 
Apparatus Sales Training Program. Professional Ia arciue Sion tidininaProure | 
career outlets include work in one of the Company’s I Batata 2 8 Fregram _ 
nation-wide district offices in sales, application, i Gistiecal tt ‘nie € _— 
installation and service engineering; headquarters ccheraeh - oul ar ven - 
marketing; or specialization in a particular appara- 1 Sthenectady 5, New Yor ss 
tus product. . I Please send me your descriptive bulletin on the Apparatus a _G.E.’s training program equips you to work I soles Training Program; GEZ-515A, SS 
directly with customers to determine what design, I -_—S i 
new development or electrical system will best serve Po Nome i 

| their need. Here, Jack Byrne, Manhattan College I ° ee ie ma 
’41, is shown presenting competitive engineering Coll D , esenting ee ee, B Year css | features of G-E distribution transformers. 956-4 “oe fore & Weer 

BE scans eps nites ibtibsseboemeenenen Progress Iz Our Most Important Product | “teres Storer 

GENERAL ELECTRIC | 
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